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Fulfilling Dreams Together,
One Customer at a Time

C

oming from modest beginnings in 1976, Topcraft,
a laminate countertop
company started in Sandy, Utah,
was destined from its onset to be
one of Utah’s premier stone fabrication companies. The company’s
founder, David Jorgensen, had
gained valuable experience from
his father’s laminate business,
and eventually created Bedrock
Quartz, one of Utah’s foremost
suppliers of fabricated quartz and
natural stone.
Bedrock Quartz is now a family business employing 165
team members, in four locations.
Bedrock Quartz has grown exponentially since 2002, with the
help of David’s sons Alan (CEO),
Eric (President of Operations)
and Steve (Production Builder
Channel Manager). Through the
values inspired by their father
while growing up, the family has
turned a garage-based lamination shop into a stone fabrication

Peter J. Marcucci
Photos Courtesy
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powerhouse,
recalled
Alan
Jorgensen.
“There are eight kids in our family, and we had school at home.
When we were old enough, my
father would take us to lighten
the load for my mom. We learned
hand tools, construction sites and
customer service. He taught us to
‘measure twice and cut once’, and
‘if you don’t think you have the
time to do it right the first time,
what makes you think you’ll have
the time to do it right the second
or third time?’ He also taught us
persistence, doggedness, how
to figure things out, and how to
innovate.”

Values to Grow By
In 1996, after seeing the writing on the wall, Topcraft began
transitioning from laminate

A dramatic White Pearl Quartzite waterfall table is the centerpiece of this spacious open plan room.

countertops to solid surfacing,
and then to quartz, and by 2002,
had fully transitioned to quartz
and stone fabrication. Leasing a
7,200 square-foot shop and outfitting it with all the necessary Park

Industries equipment, high volume production began in earnest,
continued Jorgensen. “It was at
this point that we formalized the
partnership and created Bedrock

Quartz. Even though we had a
general foundation in construction, it was a heck of an experience to figure stuff out.”
Please turn to page 2

Jackie Hoffman is the Unicorn of Stone Tool Sales In This Issue

J

ackie Hoffman is one-of-a-kind. Not
only is she the sole woman van driver
in the stone tools industry that we know
of, but she is one of the top sales consultants
at BB Industries. She’s been in the industry
for nearly two decades and knows her way
around the business as well as she knows the
streets she travels every single week of the
month.
When asked about her secret to success, she
said, “I try my best to provide my customers
solutions instead of just selling products. If a
customer sees my knowledge, then they trust
me and know I am going to do what is best
for them. Also, I am not afraid to get dirty
or break a nail. I know my products from
machines to pads and blades, down to adhesives. If I don’t know, I will call the manufacturer or work with it to understand it. This
industry is my Rubik’s cube.”
“I have worked with Jackie for many
years now,” said Narelle Hooker, owner of

Gina Gardner Covell
Slippery Rock Gazette

McKenzie Tile & Stone in Eugene, Oregon.
“She has always been one to not just sell a
product but to understand what the product
does and to make sure it is the best for my
needs. I can always count on Jackie to do the
research needed to give me the best advice
and steer me in the right direction. Jackie is a
true expert in her field combined with a bit of
sass...she is a true win for me!”

We wrap up presentation of
the 2021 Pinnacle Awards of
Excellence Projects

Whatever her secret, it works because
Hoffman always exceeds her budget/quota.
She is dedicated to her calling, a true workaholic, but in a good way.
“I’m successful because my customers do
not have to wait. I will provide products same
day or next day — guaranteed.”

• How Much Work Can
My Shop Handle?

Please turn to page 4
Jackie Hoffman, BB Industries Customer
Consultant for the Pacific Northwest U.S.
in her stocked, customized delivery van.

Hands On Stone
See our Training, Safety
& Education section for
answers to these questions:

• How Much Should I
Spend with Online Ads?
• Is Overtime Always Bad?

Plus stone industry news,
advice and commentary
from our stone industry
experts, and more…
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Fulfilling Dreams Together,
One Customer at a Time
Continued from page 1

As it turned out, the tiny seed
that was planted in a garage in
1976 continued to flourish, and
by 2005 expanded to a new,
25,000 square-foot fabrication
facility In West Jordan, Utah.
Furthermore, after emerging out
of the Great Recession a decade
later, an expansion of 100,000
square-feet was added in 2019 to
keep up with the demand, continued Jorgensen. “It’s been an interesting journey of ebbs and flows,
successful years and struggling
years, and to keep moving forward and figuring things out to
get to the next level, and our current level.”
The recent fab shop extension
includes a Park Industries Fusion
4045, Fusion 4245 and Yukon
bridge saw, two BACA SawJets,
a Loeffler KSL 100 Pencil,
Montresor Vela 7.2, four Park
Industries Titan 2800 CNCs, and
a Zares Optical CNC tool measuring system. A Park Industries
Hydroclear 220 Water System
processes and adds clarity to all
the slurry water produced. A variety of jib and bridge cranes outfitted with vacuum lifters by Woods
or Manzelli safely facilitate all
movement within the OSHAcompliant wet shop. Additionally,
just a few years ago, an air purification system was installed that
evacuates and replaces shop air
four times per hour.
Total team members keeping the well-oiled production
machine running include: 52 in
the fab shop and warehouse, 41
in installation, 32 in sales and
sales support, 23 in office and
administration, 9 templaters and 8
programmers.
Fabrication is approximately
95 percent residential, with 40
percent of their business coming from retail customers, 40
percent custom builders, 10 percent production builders, and the
remainder coming from Lowe’s
contracts. As for customer demographics, Alan went on to paraphrase the old saying, “Don’t put
all your eggs in one basket.”
“I believe strongly in variety of
customer type. Our single biggest

customer is 7 percent of our business. Some of our competitors
might have had 80 percent of their
business with Home Depot or 90
percent with production builders,
and that sounded risky to us, to be
so concentrated into one area.”
Thanks to their three satellite
showrooms, the company’s radius
of service covers the entire state
of Utah, as well as some portions
of Wyoming, Idaho, and Arizona.
The St. George showroom, the
farthest of the three, is about four
hours from West Jordan. In this
case, fabricated jobs are trucked
to the jobsite and local installers
complete the process.
With well over 100 colors to
choose from at any one time,
the sales ratio is approximately
70 percent quartz, 20 percent
granite and 10 percent quartzite.
Fabricated porcelain, to a small
degree, is also happily provided
when requested.
As for marketing, besides their
excellent word-of-mouth reputation, retail sales are generated through their website,
social media, radio and television ads, while the builder’s side
of sales comes through referrals
from longtime relationships and
excellent team members, said
Jorgensen.

Bedrock uses a fleet of several delivery vans and installation trucks
– which are also rolling advertisements. Bedrock Quartz services
Utah and parts of adjacent Wyoming, Idaho and Arizona territory.
Below: One of four Park Titans
Bedrock uses to keep production
in step with demand, with over 90
skilled fabricators and installers to
add finishing touches to the job.

He added, “We are definitely
not the low price leader in our
markets. However, we find that
because of our stock offerings and
quantities of materials on hand,
we are quite competitive. Our
customers have a huge amount
of color choices with competitive pricing. That said, we do
not change or advertise based on
the lowest price in our markets.
Instead, we work toward quality
and the positive customer experience that people are looking for.”
“When we work with customers, it’s an education and discovery process. We are trying
to understand what’s interesting
to them, what colors they like,
and what their house looks like,
and then educate them on which
of our products might fit what
they’re looking for. This helps us
to become a trusted partner, and
helps them to discover what they
really want. We don’t highlight
any brands of products in our
showroom,” Jorgensen said.
Please turn to page 3
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Fulfilling Dreams Together
Continued from page 2

Sinks, faucets and tile for flooring, walls and backsplashes, are
also on the menu for clients to
select for their project.

Values to Succeed By
Several years ago, Bedrock
Quartz adopted five core values
that the company and team members work to follow. Those values
are composure, positivity, innovation, execution and integrity.
“Our mission statement is
‘Together We Fulfill Dreams.’
The idea behind this concept and
our values is that we are trying to
create an environment where our
employees, our customers and
our vendors can all work together
in a way that all of us can further
our individual dreams and goals
while fulfilling our customer’s
dreams, and our core values are
what guide that interaction. All
of these things make a difference
in how we show up for our customers, and how we show up for
each other. We want a work environment that people can be comfortable in and are happy. There
is no one part of our team that is
more important than the other,

and everyone here does a great
job of working together and solving problems for our customers
and vendors. Many team members have been here for only a
short time, however, many have
been here over ten years as well,
from the early days. They have
proven their ability and strength,
and been willing to grow with us.
A wonderful compliment to all of
our people is that all of our upper
level and many of our mid-level
managers could be out for a few
days, or be unavailable in case of
an emergency, and the company
business would carry on.”

Success Etched in Stone
“The growth has been rapid
enough in Utah, so I would not
really call it a tough climate to do
business in,” continued Jorgensen.
“There’s a lot of opportunity here,
but the tough aspect is about having enough trained people in all of
the departments to take advantage
of more of the work. We could
sell more, and we will sell more as
we bring in more quality individuals to take care of our customer’s
needs. Our 10-year goal is to triple
the size of the company through

Bedrock makes extensive use of digital templating and AutoCad
programming for the most efficient use of time and materials.

expanding our operations, teams
and acquisitions. We are two
years into this goal, and our people are absolutely critical to that.
“One of our key focuses is talent development. We run training
programs to help our people grow,
and to help them understand that
there is a tremendous opportunity
for their personal growth within
the company. We are constantly
working to provide a top-notch,
worry-free and delightful experience that our customers will be
thrilled with, and, to the extent

that we are successful at that, is
the ultimate measure of our success blended, with our employees’ growth and development.”
Bedrock Quartz is a member
of the National Stone Institute,
the esteemed Artisan Group and
numerous home builders groups.
Bedrock Quartz is also a valued
customer partner of BB Industries.
For more information, visit
their superb website at www.bed
rockquartz.com.

Above: Bedrock Quartz managers and executive team.
Below: Calacatta Nuevo quartz
kitchen features an exceptionally long, curved bar countertop
with entertaining room for 7-8
people. Inset: A unique floating
vanity designed for a guest room.
Bottom: Some of the dedicated
Bedrock install crews.
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the weekend to deliver a sink harness on Friday, instead of making
the customer wait until the next
week.
Hoffman works seven days per
week: five days on the road and
two days of detailing the truck
and doing inventory. Her schedule isn’t the only difficult thing
about her job, though. When she
meets new customers, many times
they think she is a delivery person
instead of a knowledgeable tool
sales consultant, because she is a
unicorn in this business.
No matter how tough it may be,
Hoffman still eats, sleeps, and
breathes her job.
She said, “I have been doing
this for 17 years. I leave Mondays
and don’t come home until
Thursday or Friday. I am a road

Jackie prepping her BBI van,
with help of van inspection
associates Puddles and Joker.

and even their wives’ names and
birthdays.”
One story illustrates how hard
Hoffman works for her clients.
“I was once about to leap off the
side of a boat in the Bahamas
with my snorkel gear on when my
phone rings, and I stop and walk
back in flippers to where my husband is with my phone to answer
it. It was a customer here in
Washington (state), and I sent an
email for him so he could get his
product in two days. I called the
customer when I got back to port
and made sure he had received
the order. That is how dedicated
I am to my customers!”
Hoffman began her stone tools
career at Sommer & Maca, a glass
manufacturer that also had a stone
tool division. She started out following trucks with A-frames
down the freeway to find out
where the busy shops were.
Hoffman was the youngest
sales rep in the entire company,
and one of only three women in
the company.
BBI Holiday spirit: Ugly
sweater day at “the office.”

Please turn to page 25
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The Stone Detective

I

The Case of the Singing Countertop

have been in the stone business for
nearly 40 years, and most of the time
I think I’ve seen and heard it all, but
every once in a while I get surprised – and
today would be one of those surprises.
I was sitting in my favorite greasy spoon,
sipping my cup of joe when my phone rang.
The lady on the other end was frantic. She
was almost in tears. She said every morning
at 2 a.m. “I hear this music coming from my
kitchen. When I go to the kitchen to investigate, it sounds like it’s coming from my
granite countertop!”
Now, my first reaction was to think she
was drunk or just off her rocker, but I was
polite and let her continue. She said it was
driving her crazy. She went on to tell me
that it only lasts for a few minutes and then
it stops. The first thing I thought of is that
there was a radio alarm clock nearby that
was echoing off the stone. She assured me
that she checked all over the kitchen and
there was no clock, no radio or anything
in the kitchen or nearby that played music.
She asked if I could come take a look. I
told her I could look but If it’s only singing
to her at 2 a.m., I’m not sure I could help
unless I was there when it apparently sang.
She said I really needed to hear it myself.
Well, I’m getting old, and really, my days
of nighttime work are over, but this case
had my curiosity so I told her I would be
there around 1:30 a.m.. I almost told her I
would bring my guitar and we could have a
sing-a-long, but I held back. In the meantime, I thought I would do a little research.
I finished my coffee, gave Flo a flirtatious
wink and headed to the office for a date
with Google.
I sat down at my old computer, logged
on and started a Google search for Singing
Rocks. Lo and behold, I found several
interesting search results. The first thing I
discovered is that there are rocks that will
emit “a tone when struck.” These “singing rocks” can be found in Pennsylvania,

“I’ve conquered a lot of things…
blood clots in my lungs — twice…
knee and foot surgeries…
winning Grand Slams, after
being down match point, to
name just a few, but I found out
by far the hardest is
figuring out a stroller!”
– Serena Williams

Frederick M.
Hueston, PhD
California, and a few other
places. I discovered that singing
rocks are made of basalt and
iron. The singing is not the
direct product of the minerals, but the built-up tension
in the rock. In other words,
the rock’s mineral content is
so tight that when they are
struck it causes it to make
a sound. Depending on the
size of the rock etc., a different tone would be
emitted. Now I was
thinking, could this lady’s countertop be made with this type of rock?
After a little more thought, I doubted this
would be the answer since no one was
striking the stone, unless she had a mouse
band banging or chewing on the countertop. This theory was an interesting rabbit
hole, but didn’t help much with this case.
I continued my search and only found
bands including the name stone, such as
the Rolling Stones, and song titles like
Bob Dylan’s, Like a Rolling Stone. So,
although entertaining, I really didn’t find
anything helpful. Thanks a lot, Google.
I spent the rest of the day in the office,
went to bed early and set my alarm clock
for midnight. When it went off a few
short hours later, I got dressed and was
on my way to the crazy lady’s house. The
entire time I’m still thinking that she was
crazy, and I was wasting my time. But I
had to see it – or should I say hear it – for
myself.
I pulled up to the address and this middle-aged lady was sitting on the front
porch. As soon as I opened the door to
my old Woody she got up and ran down
the steps to greet me. She looked like she
hadn’t slept in days. Her eyes were bloodshot, and she had heavy bags under her
eyes. My first thought was that she was
drunk, and this singing was probably a
hallucination.
She grabbed me by the hand. “Hurry,”
she said. “It’s almost time.” I was really
beginning to worry, since she was very
aggressive. She pulled me into her kitchen
and motioned me to be quiet. We sat there
for about ten minutes, and heard a clock
in her living room chime twice. A second,
later I heard this faint tone coming from
the countertop. Holy cow, I thought, she
is not crazy. I stood up and placed my ear
on the countertop. The singing was very
faint, but it sounded like it was playing
that song by Hall and Oats called Rich
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Girl. I was totally perplexed. After a few
minutes it stopped.
I opened her kitchen under-cabinets to
see if anything was coming from in there.
I saw nothing out of the ordinary. I shined
my flashlight around and found several
pieces of Teflon tape and a PVC pipe connector. I asked if she recently had some
plumbing work done, and she told me
about a month ago she had a leak, and had
a plumber come in and fix it. I then asked
how long the countertop had been singing
and she told me only about a month. All of
a sudden, a light bulb went off in my head.
This can’t be a coincidence, I thought.
I asked if I could empty the cabinet.
She told me, “As long as you put it back
in a neat fashion,” and I started removing
every jar, bottle of cleaner, etc. Tucked in
the back was a round, white plastic container with holes in the lid. Looked like
a container you would put worms in, for
fish bait. I picked it up and it felt light. I
asked If I could open the lid, and inside it I
found a cheap digital watch –just like one
I used to have. I looked at the display and
the time on it read 2:15. I pushed a few buttons and discovered that the alarm was set
for 2 a.m.. Bingo, I was sure this was the
source of the mystery music. I asked her
if this was her watch and she said with a
frown, “No. Never seen it before.” I asked
her if she still had the plumber’s contact

info. She gave me a funny look, but supplied his name and phone number. I left
and headed straight to my motel room, to
finish my interrupted beauty sleep.
The next morning, I called the plumber,
told him who I was and what I had found,
and he began to laugh hysterically. After
he stopped laughing, he told me he had set
the watch to go off at 2 a.m. every morning because this lady was a royal pain who
kept calling him out, but wouldn’t pay him
for “just a little bit of tape and plastic.” So
he thought he would get some payback by
leaving her a wake-up call every day at 2
a.m.. Man, that’s cold, even for a plumber.
I didn’t know what to say, but I had to
admit it was pretty ruthless and inventive.
I told him thanks for the info and hung
up. Boy, I sure hope her check clears, I
thought. Another case solved, and like a
rolling stone, I’m out of here.
The Stone Detective is a fictional character created by Dr. Frederick M. Hueston,
PhD, written to entertain and educate. Dr.
Fred has written over 33 books on stone
and tile installations, fabrication and restoration and also serves as an expert for many
legal cases across the world. Fred has also
been writing for the Slippery Rock Gazette
for over 20 years.
Send your comments on the Stone Detective
to fhueston@stoneforensics.com .
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How Much Work Can My Shop Handle?

S

omeone once asked me how to know if a business
had grown too big for the owner to manage. My
Answer: if you can’t get your business to generate consistently good results, or if you have management
problems in your business that you don’t know how to
resolve, the business may be outgrowing your ability to
manage it. Additional symptoms of this are:

Ed Young

Fabricator’s Business
Coach
Did I charge
enough for that job?

• You are constantly in fire-fighting mode – you can’t
focus on fixing one thing because 3 others are screaming for your attention.
• You can’t predict the performance of your business
with any degree of confidence – installs don’t happen
on time, callbacks are getting worse, labor turnover is
too high.
• Your team doesn’t work together – sales doesn’t care
if they cause problems for template and fabrication;
fab doesn’t worry about doing their best because the
installers can “clean it up.”
• Profit is good one month and terrible the next and
you don’t know why – and if you do know why, you
don’t know how to fix it.
One key to managing your business well is understanding the true capacity of your shop. When I ask shop owners what the capacity of their shop is, the typical answer is
something like, “We average 300 square feet per day,” or,
“We install 10 kitchens a week.” The problem with this is
a 75 square-foot kitchen in sintered stone with a raised bar
top takes much longer to produce than a 75 square-foot
kitchen in quartz with an eased edge and no raised bar top.
I can hear all the “but we charge extra for that” comments.
The question is: Do you really understand the impact on
your capacity? Do you charge enough to compensate for
that impact? And how do you know?
It is critical to the health of your business that your pricing accurately reflects the impact of various kitchen configurations on the capacity of your shop.
The best way to do this is to conduct a detailed and thorough financial analysis that includes time studies on each
production step and quantifies the differences between
the two scenarios mentioned above – accounting for the
impacts of the different edge treatments, the number of
seams, and all the other variables that occur. While larger
shops may have someone on staff with this capability, the
typical fab shop doesn’t.
That’s a big problem, because this analysis is critical for
a smaller shop. Because a shift in consumer tastes away
from quartz with eased edges, to sintered stone with raised
bar tops happens gradually, it can start to quietly but significantly eat away at profit. I’ve talked to shop owners who wake up one morning and suddenly realize they
aren’t making any money – and can’t explain why. So,
it is critical to stay on top of these market trends and to
understand their financial impacts on your shop.
If you don’t have someone in your business who can
conduct the above analysis, here’s a simple exercise that
can help: Pretend your shop only makes kitchens from
sintered stone with raised bar tops.

It is critical to the health
of your business that your
pricing accurately reflects
the impact of various kitchen
configurations on the
capacity of your shop.
• Are there things you can improve operationally to reduce the impact of these different kitchen
configurations?
• Maybe the sintered stone jobs come primarily from
a group of K&B dealers that you have always struggled to serve profitably. Maybe increasing pricing
on the sintered stone type kitchen might be a way to
send them to another fabricator. This could free you
up to expand another market segment that is more
profitable.

• Determine how many of these kitchens your shop can
reasonably template, fabricate, and install in a day or
in a week. Multiply this number to get a monthly total.
• Determine what you typically sell this job for and multiply that number by your monthly total from above.
This will give you total sales revenue for the month.
• Compare the revenue number to your typical expenses
for the month. This will give you a profit (or loss) number for the month.
• Conduct the same exercise assuming you only made
kitchens from quartz with eased edges and no raised
bar tops. What does the profit number look like, now?
• Compare the profit numbers from the two scenarios
to determine if your pricing for the sintered stone job
is where it should be or not.
Obviously, you would never sell only kitchens with
raised bar tops or only use just one material. Conducting
this analysis helps you financially quantify the impact of
these differences on the capacity of your shop and gives
you a reality check on your pricing structure.
Unfortunately, the outcome of this analysis frequently
isn’t pretty.
What happens if you discover that the sintered stone
kitchen with a raised bar top is greatly underpriced? What
do you do with your pricing?
The simple answer is you could raise your price accordingly. Sintered stone jobs with raised bar tops now sell for
30 percent more than they did yesterday. Problem solved,
right? As we know, business decisions like this are rarely
that simple.
The decision to adjust your pricing must take many factors into consideration.
• How does this change impact the small group of contractors that you really like doing business with? If you
run them off with this change, do you lose a lot of other
business that is really profitable?

Obviously, it is important to understand the production
capacity of your shop. It’s even more important to be able
to financially quantify the impact of different kitchen configurations on your business. Knowing this allows you to
truly understand the capacity of your business to generate profit.
To say that the world is changing quickly these days
is a gross understatement. Sometimes you are afraid to
blink because you will miss the next change. This makes
running a fab shop today so much more challenging than
ever. In this environment, it can be tough to even imagine
making any substantive change to your business, because
it can seem so tough to just keep up.
However, implementing the recommendations available
in these pages gives you the ability to improve how you
run your business. These recommendations give you ways
to control the factors that you can control. Doing this
well frees up time and energy to deal with the things we
can’t control like COVID, the supply chain, rising energy
prices, et cetera. How well you do this reveals if your
business has grown too large for you to handle or not.
If you are struggling with implementing lasting change
in your business and you aren’t sure where to start, call
me for a free custom assessment. I’ll help you get started
by identifying some specific items you can tackle today.
You deserve to have a business that not only makes you
money but also allows you time to enjoy it. Contact Ed
at Ed@FabricatorsCoach.com or call 864-328-6231.

“The care of human life and
happiness, and not their destruction,
is the first and only legitimate object
of good government.”

–Thomas Jefferson
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interrupt them. But when
How Much Should I Spend will
done correctly, they do work well.
can run a video ad, a click-to
with Online Ads to Get More You
website ad, or a lead ad. Each
time someone interacts with your
Retail Customers?
ad, you pay Facebook a fee.

Y

ou’re a fabricator and you Stephen Alberts
get most of your retail
Countertop Marketing
customers from word-ofmouth and referrals. That’s great!
You can build an amazing busi- direct the person on the Google
ness with that. But the issue is that search page over to your website.
you don’t have complete control
over the influx of those jobs, and
Cost per click: Most clicks
it’s not as easy to scale.
for the countertop industry are
around $5/click. Bigger cities
A solution to that problem is will have a higher cost per click
online ads. You might have heard (CPC), but we usually don’t see it
of PPC or pay per click. The two going over $7/click.
big platforms for the countertop industry are Google ads and
Total to spend per month:
Facebook ads. You can grow the Most of our clients spend around
retail side of your business with $1,000-1,500/per month on their
each platform, but you need to Google ads. So if you spend 1K
do it correctly or you will burn and clicks are $5 each, you can
through money.
expect about 200 clicks to your
website. Not too bad, in terms of
In this article, I want to break traffic!
down how much you should
spend and what to expect. These
Cost per lead: 200 clicks sound
numbers can differ according to good, but how many leads can
the local market you are in, and you expect to get out of those? On
also the competition in your area. average, we see a retail counterBut we work with so many fab- top lead costing around $40-125/
ricators that we have a good idea lead. Our goal with our clients is
of general numbers we can share to stay under $100 per lead. But
with you.
of course, the lower the cost the
better!

Google Ads

Google ads show in a Google
search page either at the top or in
the maps section, when you type
in search terms like “countertops
near me,” “granite countertops,”
or any countertop-related term.
You pay Google each time someone clicks your ad. Each click will
not result in a lead, it will simply

Facebook & Instagram Ads
Facebook/Instagram ads are a
different beast. When you run FB
ads, you can show them on IG
too, since they own that platform.
People aren’t searching for countertops on FB or IG, they are most
likely scrolling down the newsfeed on their phones. So your ad

Cost per engagement: It’s
tricky to answer this question
because someone might just
view an ad, or they might click
it. Or they may fill out a FB lead
form. If you are trying to get people over to your website through
Facebook you can usually get
clicks for around $2-5/click.
Total to spend per month:
Our clients here spend around the
same amount, $1,000-1,500/per
month.

1

A modest investment in
online advertising will bring
traffic to your website, and
customers in your door. Most
clicks for the countertop
industry cost around $5 per
click (Google Ads).

suggest at least $20/day which
is around $600/month. But if
you can, try to get to that 1K a
month budget. The reason is that
Google will stop showing your
ads when your daily budget runs
out. So if you run out at 12p.m.,
then someone at 2p.m. searching for countertops will not see
your ad. And then on FB, they
need to show your ad to a nice
size audience of their users, so
that their FB ad system learns
how to get the best results they
Some Helpful Tips
Google and Facebook will take can. For $200/month, it’s just
your money all day long. So you not enough exposure.
need to be careful when run•Track EVERYTHING! Track
ning ads. Below are some tips to
your results from day one so you
follow:
•Learn the platforms yourself can keep improving them.
or pay someone to do it for you.
•FOLLOW UP! People forget,
If you pay a company, make sure
so when they contact you for a
they can show you results.
quote, make sure you are using
•Start small but not too small! If a system or manually following
you run ads for $200/ you prob- up with them.
ably won’t see a ton of results. I
Paid ads can transform your
countertop company and make it
more predictable. But be patient
and make sure you have the
budget to test for 3-6 months.
When done correctly, you will
see the retail jobs roll in.
Cost per lead: Lead cost here
is also different. You can usually
get a lead for around $20-75/lead.
We like to get our clients leads
for under $50/lead. But again,
Facebook is a different medium.
People aren’t actively searching
for countertops. So their projects
might be further down the road,
or they might contact you and forget they did!

Stephen Alberts is the owner of the
Countertop Marketing Co. They
specialize in helping countertop
companies grow the retail side of
their business outside of wordof-mouth and referrals. To learn
more, book a free strategy call at
www.countertopmarketingco.
com or email steve@countertopmarketingco.com .

History Worth
Preserving

A

bronze bell cast in
1834 in Paul Revere’s
Massachusetts foundry has
come home — capping a nearly
two-century, cross-country odyssey that saw it hauled by oxcart to churches in Ohio before
languishing for decades in a
California garage.
After a weeklong journey
across the U.S., the historic bell
was returned to the site where it
was created 188 years ago, said
Kiley Nichols, a spokesperson
for the Paul Revere Heritage
Site in Canton, located just
south of Boston.
The museum said the 1,000pound (453-kilogram) bell was
made by the Revolutionary
War patriot’s son, Joseph
Warren Revere, who took over
his father’s foundry in 1804.
In 1984, real estate agent
Jeannene Shanks became
the bell’s accidental owner.
She’d helped broker the sale
of what once was First Baptist
Church in Vermilion, Ohio, to
a fitness center — but the gym
didn’t want the heavy bell, and
Shanks didn’t feel good about
it being scrapped. She made a
$1,000 donation to the church
in exchange for the bell, which
earlier had adorned the belfry of the First Presbyterian
Church of Cleveland.
When Shanks and her husband, Robert, retired in Chino
Hills, California, they hauled
the bell with them.
“It became the joke of the
family,” said Shanks’ daughter,
Amy Miller, 66, a psychologist
in Chino Hills.
Please turn to page 26
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Is Overtime Always Bad?

N

ope. Not always. Overtime
is an additional cost to
operations. It is also a form of
Protective Capacity, which is an
essential tactic of staffing.
In fact, because “Murphy
Lives,” overtime is often necessary to overcome the inevitable
happenings in a custom manufacturing world.
Overtime may be needed for
myriad and virtually unlimited
issues:
• Equipment breakdown
• Worker absenteeism
• Employee turnover
• Employee mistakes
• Material defects
• The unpredictable market
• Demanding customers
• Severe weather

Ed Hill
Synchronous Solutions

If you fail
to plan,
you plan
to fail.

a 5-day workweek, or an average
of 3 hours of overtime per day,
per worker. Anything more than
that is excessive and can result
in diminishing returns. Another
reasonable standard is overtime
excess pay should not exceed 10
The federal overtime rules are percent of all direct labor payroll
contained in the Fair Labor over an extended time period.
Standards Act (FLSA). Unless exempt (basically, salaried
The Cost of Overtime
workers), employees must reOvertime financial costs are
ceive overtime pay for hours easy to calculate. The overtime
worked over 40 in a workweek excess is 50 percent more than the
at a rate not less than time and hourly rate, for all hours worked
one-half their regular rates of over 40 hours in a week. For
pay. There is no limit on the every 25 direct labor workers you
number of hours employees employ, your labor cost at $15 per
aged 16 and older may work in hour are:
any workweek. The Act does not
Standard 40-hour workweek: $15,000
require overtime pay for work on
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, or Labor cost at one overtime
hour per day:
$16,875
regular days of rest, unless overtime is worked on such days. Overtime Excess Cost
$1,875
But states do have variable rules per week:
Full
time
equivalent
workers:
3.1
regarding overtime pay. Some
states require overtime payment for work in excess of eight Here’s the point. Even at an averhours per day. Be sure to check age of just 1 hour of overtime per
the rules and regulations in your day, you could hire an additional
state to be safe.
three workers for the overtime exThe challenge is to use it cess cost you are incurring. Of
wisely and not to let it get out course, that assumes you can find
of control. Scheduling overtime the additional workers, but the cost
is a reasonable way to meet of overtime will allow it.
higher than expected demand
and to overcome errors and dis- In addition to being expensive,
ruptions. It normally makes you excessive overtime can have many
more money than it costs, unless other undesirable effects.
it becomes excessive and causes
further disruptions to a stable Overtime will produce diminworkforce.
ishing returns. Production during
Excessive overtime is gener- overtime hours will initially equal
ally considered to be time over production during regular hours.
55 hours per week, on an ex- But, as the overtime is extended,
tended basis. That’s about 11 either daily or over weeks, the rate
hours per day, per worker over of productivity will decrease. There

will come a point, after prolonged
overtime, that the productivity during overtime hours will
become ground-less. In other
words, production during a regular 8-hour workday can be more
than production including overtime hours. Watch out for this.

Overtime can create a dependency. Effective hourly pay rates
will increase substantially with
overtime excess. For each hour of
overtime per day, a $15 pay scale
increases rapidly:
Overtime Hours per Week
Effective Hourly Rate

That kind of pay increase can
become very attractive to a family, even to the point of making
the overtime pay important to the
monthly budget. Workers can become accustomed to that increased
pay rate. When the need for overtime by the company decreases,
the worker can perceive it as a
cut in pay. This is another reason
to avoid the practice of extended
overtime.
Overtime is usually reactive in
nature, meaning that it is usually
poorly planned. Quite often, the
need for overtime is communicated to the workers too late for
them to plan for it, and too late for
the company to properly schedule
it.
Most importantly, such poor
planning of overtime just adds
to the chaos. This can create a
stressful workplace and can diminish morale among the workers.
All that can increase turnover, decrease quality, and even increase

the possibility of safety concerns. is a reasonable method to create
Protective Capacity.
Except in extreme cases or over
Having said all that, overtime
is a reasonable method to create extended periods, the cost of overProtective Capacity, which is the time will always be exceeded by
capacity to overcome variability. the creation of Throughput ($T),
This is the minimum capacity at also known as Value Added. That
each resource step needed to meet means that overtime is a good fithe demand plus an accommo- nancial tactic unless it becomes
dation for Murphy. The accom- excessive. When the negative efmodation for that variability is fects noted above begin to surface,
calculable, meaning that where you should back off the overtime
there is little variability, there is schedule and give your people a
break. You might even realize a
comparable level of productivity
without the overtime. When the
cost of overtime becomes extreme
and/or long term, it is time to do
some hiring.
Moreover, it is important to
routinely complete Capacity
Planning. Look out into the future
and estimate the demand by product and market segment. Then
calculate the capacity needed at
each resource step to complete
that demand. Add about 15 percent Protective Capacity to overcome the inevitable “attacks by
Murphy,” and compare that to the
little need for Protective Capacity. current staffing.
Where there is high variability,
there is need for more Protective There are many other tactics and
Capacity. With adequate records strategies that you can use to maxon production and variability, this imize productivity (and profits)
can be planned accurately.
without excessive overtime costs.
0

5

6

7

8

$15.00 $15.83 $15.98 $16.12 $16.25

Protective Capacity does not
mean higher costs. This planned
cushion of additional capacity is
essential to meeting the market
demand given the known levels of variability (aka Murphy).
Business is all about creating
value (Throughput), not reducing costs. Overtime, provided
it is not excessive or long-term,

9

10

11

$16.38 $16.50 $16.62

For more information on how to
effectively plan and control overtime, contact us at Synchronous
Solutions, 704-560-1536, www.
SynchronousSolutions.com .
Ed Hill is the owner of Synchronous
Solutions. Visit the website www.
SynchronousSolutions.com .
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Natural Stone Institute
Member Company
Gallegos

Vail, Colorado
Stone Installer

Other Project Team Members
Berglund Architects Architect
Marble of the World
Stone Supplier

Opustone Stone Supplier
The Stone Collection
Stone Supplier

Universal Tile Stone Supplier
Innovative Surfaces
Stone Supplier

Stone
Absolute Black granite
Nero Argento granite
Caffe Amaro marble
Corteccia Grigio marble
Calacatta Lugano marble
Mystery White marble
New Port St. Laurent marble
Silver Wave marble
Volakas marble
Colorado Buff sandstone
Slate ledger stone
Aurora Blue quartzite
Silver Grey quartzite

Residential – Single Family
Private Residence — Vail
Vail, Colorado

M

ore than five
years
after
Gallegos first
looked at preliminary
drawings and provided
budgets for a private residence in Vail, Colorado,
the project is complete and
is a stunning representation
of modern architecture and
masonry craftsmanship.
The owners desired their
home to be appointed with
hand selected, one-of-akind materials that would
withstand the test of time.
Meant to entertain guests
as though they were at a
five-star resort, the residence features a spa, massage rooms, glass pool
and exquisite views of the
Gore Range.
The contractor asked
Gallegos to provide pricing and expert guidance
on material selections and
installation methods for

the stucco, exterior stone
veneer, and interior marbles, granites, and exotic
stones. Their work is prevalent in all rooms and decks
of this stunning residence.
The exterior stone veneer
was sourced out of China,
something Gallegos has
done numerous times without issues. This time was
different. About halfway
through the exterior stone
fabrication and installation,
China closed the quarry,
declaring that it was in a
tourist region. This sent
Gallegos scrambling, with
forty percent of the exterior cladding installation
complete and no budget
to remove and replace the
installed material. They
were extremely lucky to
find a similar material in
Vietnam that was close
enough in color and texture
to blend in with the original
material and not lose time.

The interior stones and
other exterior and interior
materials were primarily
sourced through suppliers
in Italy. The natural marbles
and granites were installed
in either a vein match or a
book match pattern.

Please turn to page 13

Judges Comments:
Excellent implementation of modern architectural design using a
broad variety of natural materials.
The diamond matched walls, especially in the bathroom, were really
nice. Overall, the installation was
extremely well done, and for key features, the innovative virtual dry lay
approach shown in drawings provided exceptional results.

Tile Industry Launches an Industry-Wide Fundraiser
to Provide Humanitarian Relief for Ukrainian Children

IN

response to information from our tile industry
colleagues in the Ukraine, the Tile Council of
North America (TCNA), the National Tile Contractors
Association (NTCA), and the Ceramic Tile Distributors
Association (CTDA) have launched a fundraiser for Save
the Children’s humanitarian efforts in Ukraine and the region, to help protect and support children and their families. All three associations have contributed $10,000 each
with further support also coming in from their members.
The fundraiser, “TILE$4UkrainianChildren” will focus
on pursuing donations and pledges through the week of
Coverings, April 5-8, 2022, for an industry donation goal
of $250,000.

“Everyone has seen in the news the horrors of this war
in Europe,” said Eric Astrachan, Executive Director of
TCNA. “The U.N. is reporting that over 50 percent of the
children in Ukraine have now been displaced, leaving them
at serious risk of illness, hunger, and abuse. This fundraiser allows us to immediately put into action tile industry
humanitarian support for Ukrainian children.”
Save the Children is a global humanitarian organization
founded in 1919, and has been operating in Ukraine since the
start of this escalating crisis in 2014. One of the first organizations to respond to the crisis with humanitarian relief, Save
the Children is now scaling up their operations to support
impacted children and families.
Please turn to page 11
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Natural Stone Institute Completes 41st
Home with Gary Sinise Foundation

T

he Natural Stone Institute
has provided natural stone
and fabrication services for
its 41st home with the Gary Sinise
Foundation through its R.I.S.E.
(Restoring Independence Supporting
Empowerment) program. The
Foundation’s R.I.S.E. program builds
100 percent mortgage-free specially
adapted smart homes for severely
wounded veterans and first responders. Natural stone and fabrication for
U.S. Air Force Staff Sergeant Brian
Schiefer were provided by Triton
Stone Group and Stone Interiors.
Brian Schiefer decided to join the
Air Force as a high school junior and
began training about one month after
graduation. During his career, he
formed a brotherhood with his team
and became a mentor to many fellow service members. On November
11, 2008, while on a pre-deployment
training exercise to Fort Irwin, CA,
Brian took some younger members
out into the field to conduct Live
Close Air Support. Upon their return,
his vehicle slid out and rolled over,
throwing Brian from the truck.
This crash caused Brian to spend 5
weeks in the ICU and he underwent a

16-hour surgery to stabilize his spine.
After 5 months of inpatient and 6
months of outpatient therapy, he had
to adjust to his new life as a paraplegic. Brian considers the nurses who
took care of him at the various hospitals his true heroes. His parents’ love
and devotion and his own determination kept him moving forward.
Brian sits on several medical
research and technology panels to
give a voice to patients with injuries similar to his own. He is fighting
for all spinal cord injured patients to
receive the top-quality care and transitional support they need. He hopes
to continue spreading awareness,
paving the way for others with similar injuries, and continuing to live his
life to the fullest.
Companies interested in getting
involved with future projects are
encouraged to email Rise@natural
stoneinstitute.org.

Natural stone and fabrication for U.S. Air Force Staff Sergeant Brian
Schiefer was provided by Triton Stone Group and Stone Interiors.

To learn more, and to see a
list of all Natural Stone Institute
members who have donated their
time, products, and services to
this cause, visit www.naturalstone
institute.org/RISE .

Humanitarian Relief for
Ukrainian Children

Continued from page 10

“I would like to send all our thankfulness for what you’re doing for
us,” said Lishchynskyi Ioan of the
Ukrainian Association of Ceramics.
“Project ‘TILE$’ sounds really good
and we know Save The Children is a
big organization with a clear structure
of methods to provide target support
for Ukrainian children.”

Save the Children distributes critical emergency supplies and establishes safe spaces for children where
possible. Save the Children is a toprated charity, earning the highest rating from Charity Navigator (4 stars)
and is on Forbes list of America’s
TCNA is a trade association repreTop 100 Charities.
senting manufacturers of ceramic tile,
tile installation materials, tile equipAdditionally, Save the Children’s ment, raw materials and other tile-regiving portal allows anyone, any- lated products. Established in 1945 as
where, to give at any time through the Tile Council of America (TCA),
the TILE$4UkrainianChildren cam- it became the Tile Council of North
paign online donation page: http:// America (TCNA) in 2003, reflecting
support.savethechildren.org/goto/
its membership expansion to all of
TILES4UKR.
North America.

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com
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A Tale of Two Fabricators

here were once two entrepreneurs, Harry, and
Keith. Although they didn’t know each other, they
had very similar circumstances. Both Harry and
Keith had remodeling backgrounds and decided to become
countertop fabricators. Both companies got started and
sales began to grow rapidly.
Just starting out, both men worked diligently converting
stone by day, and doing the books, scheduling, administration, and ordering supplies during the evenings and weekends. Both added personnel to meet demand, but all was
not well with the two fabricators. The more the business
grew, the more complex the business became. Customers
demanded unheard-of levels of performance with ridiculously short lead times. Large retailers entered the market and drove pricing down while creating huge swings
in demand by offering “specials” and “promotions.”
New competing materials were introduced to the market
which confused the businesses, and eroded pricing. Other
“upstart” fabricators appeared, operating out of garages,
installing out of pick-up trucks and offering even lower
prices. Both Harry and Keith knew that something had to
change.
What Harry Did:
Harry was an excellent fabricator. He could do every
operation from beginning to end and was probably the
most competent person in the business. Because he did
virtually everything, he was needed everywhere all the
time. Harry decided that the growing demand meant that
overtime was the only viable solution. His folks just
needed to work harder. His expertise and presence on the
floor, including lots of “verbal encouragement,” did work
for a while. He broke up the manufacturing process and
assigned teams to fabricate tops completely from beginning to end. He thought this would allow him to maintain
“control” over individual performance. He lowered his
price a little, hoping that the increased volume of orders
would make up for any losses developing due to excessive overtime. He took more orders and got a line of credit
from the bank to finance the increased cost of the inventory he now carried. This inventory was to be sure that he
could respond quickly to customer demand and lower his
cost by purchasing in larger quantities. Harry began looking for larger space into which he could expand his operation and fit more product through the plant.
Harry concentrated on being sure that everyone understood that “we all must work harder.” That was the only
way he could imagine that his business would improve.
But this approach resulted in increased turnover when his
best people left due to burnout. Increasingly, all his problems just got worse.
What Keith Did:
Like Harry, Keith also was an excellent fabricator. But
unlike Harry, Keith just was not ready to spend more time
on the floor. Not that Keith had a problem with being on
the floor, far from it, Keith hated the tons of paperwork
that were required to run the business. Keith longed for
the old days of fabricate and install. Life was so easy then,
and so much more fun. Keith remembered the original
ideas for getting into business for himself, wanting independence, flexibility, and income. Also, Keith had always

Peter DuBrule

Synchronous Solutions

thought that one day the business would be an asset that
he could sell to finance his retirement. Now, as Keith surveyed all the changes going-on he was no longer having
as much fun. His profits were fair but not what he had
expected when he started the business. And his accountant stated that the business really was not worth anywhere
near what he had thought it was. The accountant had told
Keith that the company was probably worth somewhere
between four and six times the annual earnings. Keith
knew that with a price calculated on his performance, an
industry typical eight percent on sales, the sale of the company would never generate anywhere near what he’d need
to retire.
Keith wondered if there was not someone who understood small manufacturing that could assist him with redefining his company. Someone who could help him really
create value.
An article in the Slippery Rock Gazette Caught Keith’s
eye and he made a call to Synchronous Solutions.
An assessment of Keith’s company was the first step in
the process. The discussion of control and stability in manufacturing excited him. The simplicity of a planning and
scheduling system, based on financial value added, made
lots of sense to him. He spoke with many other fabricators
across the country who had implemented this system with
great success. Overall, this gave Keith the confidence that
he could operate a successful manufacturer.
Finally, at last, Keith felt that he’d be able to get his
hands around the pricing and profitability issues that had
been haunting him for so long. Of particular interest to
Keith was the discussion around change. Simply put, the
system being described was a clear and direct way to relate
focused change to improved net earnings. In the past there
had always seemed to be so many things that needed to be
fixed. This was the first time that he’d ever seen the “cause
and effect” approach to bottom line improvement. Keith
brought in the folks from Synchronous Solutions.

What Happened to “Work Harder” Harry:
Initially things at Harry’s plant improved. The presence of Harry on the floor brought a bit of motivation
to the production team. The boost in sales generated by
the reduction in price caused an increase in business.
Harry even added a couple more people to handle the
load. Overtime went up, but cash from new orders was
sufficient to cover the mounting expenses, and Harry
reasoned that, once things stabilized, the increase in
sales would deliver greater profits.
The profits, however, never materialized. After the
initial sprint, the workforce began to complain. The
frenetic pace coupled with the overtime necessary to
maintain lead times was just too much, and soon people began complaining about the work schedule and the
increased demands. Two key employees left, and lead
times began to slip out longer and longer. Customers
began to complain about the poor on-time performance, and several customers began second sourcing
from other vendors. The new “work harder” approach
that Harry had put in place didn’t work as well as he
had hoped, and production volume output actually fell
to below pre-change levels. A brief dip in orders and a
three-week drop in demand, below plant capacity, put
the company in a cash crunch, and Harry had to factor some of his receivables to meet obligations. Finally,
Harry had to lay off several people to make ends meet.
What happened to “work smarter” Keith:
After a couple of days doing the initial staff orientation, things began to change. Implementation of
the new Drum, Buffer, Rope system went relatively
smoothly, and for the first time, production personnel
could really see the impact of their contributions. The
amount of product going out the door rose dramatically.
At first the reduction of work-in-process on the floor
spooked the fabrication personnel, but repeated assurances kept people moving until the first performance
measurements were collected. Best of all, the chaotic
boom and bust cycles that had been the norm began to
even out.
From a business standpoint, the news was especially good. Lead times began a downward trend and
the on-time completion performance improved dramatically. A clearer understanding of the true production capacity of the company allowed more accurate
completion commitments, as well as providing a far
more accurate way to calculate cost and profitability.
Earnings began a steady rise. Chaos all but disappeared.
For the first time in a long time, Keith felt good about
where his company was going, and his bright future.
The stories are true, the names have been changed.
Keith is happy and still profitably fabricating tops.
Pete DuBrule is an associate of Synchronous
Solutions. After a career in Automotive and Aerospace
manufacturing, Pete began consulting with small and
medium sized manufacturers. Using the principles
of Constraints Management, in the early 2000s, Pete
worked with DuPont Surfaces Division and launched
the Performance Optimization Program (POP) for fabricators. He is a former partner in a fabrication plant.
Pete now resides in Western Maine and continues to
develop and implement improvement strategies in stone
and solid surface conversion companies around the US.
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Natural Stone Institute
Member Company
VM Kaldorf

Titting-Kaldorf, Germany
Stone Supplier/Fabricator

Other Project Team Members
PEI Architects
Architect

BPM Architects
Site Architect

Marbrier Pierre Taille
Stone Installer

Stone
Jura beige limestone
Nero Assoluto granite

Judges Comments:
Ingenious detailing of the open joint
system to eliminate a pass-through
joint while maintaining the functionality of air passage necessary for
pressure equalization. The stone fabrication deserves credit. Quality work.
Took the design and executed it very
well. Loved the hidden door.

K&B Improvement Sales Are Again
Vulnerable to Rising Prices

Commercial Exterior

Chateau Lynch-Bages New Bordeaux Winery
Pauillac, France

Continued from page 10

T

he Lynch-Bages
Chateau in the
French Bordeaux
region was recently redesigned as a multi-use
building. Embedded in a
picturesque winemaker
village, the complex now
unites the formerly separate operations of vinification, a wine barrel cellar,
office space, and a visitors’
center.
The owner family, PEI
Partnership Architects of
New York City, and local
architect BPM of Bordeaux
took on the unprecedented
task of harmonizing different functional and designrelated requirements.
By working with transparency, light and open
space, patrons can see the
wine making operations
from the reception and tasting area. This immersive
brand experience brings

the clientele much closer to
the product. The design is
translating the existing traditional Chateau into today
using glass and stone in
clear geometrical shapes.
The façade is of Jura beige
vein cut limestone, quarried and fabricated by VM
Kaldorf and a contrasting
base board of Zimbabwe
black granite, both 40mm
thick. The veining creates a flowing effect which
is evenly accentuated by
fluted pieces above and at
the sides of the reception
and main dock entrance.
Marbrier Pierre Taille of
Paris installed the stone
façade as the center piece
of the entrance area welcomes the client with warm
color tones and the self confidence of a very successful
Bordeaux winery.
The design intent of a
plain and undisturbed surface was met by replacing
visible joints with joggled

E
joints all over the façade. They
were designed by VM Kaldorf and
every single panel was rebated in
a distinctive pattern on their CNC
machinery. Fluted pieces with all
honed surfaces, sharp and square
edges serve as special design elements. Assembled from a mother
panel and pinned and glued fins,
precision and care in fabrication,
assembly, and matching the veining were paramount.
Nine years from planning to
groundbreaking resulted in something truly unprecedented and
special: The new Lynch-Bages
winery in Pauillac.
Please turn to page 15

scalating prices have had little
impact on consumer demand for
core kitchen and bath improvement products through much of the
pandemic. In 2021, the average selling
price of products related to kitchen and
bath home improvements increased 5
percent and unit sales rose 15 percent
according to Retail Tracking Service
data from The NPD Group. The trend
began to equalize toward the end of
2021, with an 8 percent fourth quarter
increase in both average selling price
and unit demand, compared to the prior
year. Early 2022 results illustrate a more
traditional correlation between prices
and demand, with an 8 percent increase
in average prices and a 2 percent decline
in unit sales in February.
“The kitchen and bath home
improvement market is at the crossroads between seemingly unshakable
consumer demand and impending vulnerability,” said Joe Derochowski,
home industry advisor at NPD. “As
consumers begin to emerge from their
home-centric pandemic lifestyle and
behaviors of the past two years, their
needs, spending, and demand will continue to shift.”

Faucets and sinks, the most critical kitchen and bath items, appear to
have been affected more by demand
than by prices. Since the beginning of
2020, these products have been in high
demand with no notable price influence through most of 2021. However,
a new trend appeared in January and
February 2022 as unit sales of both
faucets and sinks took a downturn as
prices continued to rise.
The same demand dynamics did
not exist for products, like bathtubs,
whirlpools, and garbage disposals.
Demand for bathtubs and whirlpools
was extremely low in 2020, despite
a massive decline in prices. Things
changed in 2021, when prices rose by
double-digits, causing unit demand to
decline further. The garbage disposal
category tolerated some small price
increases, but there were prominent
dips in demand through 2021 when
prices climbed.
Toilets and bidets were less predictable, when it came to the relationship
between price and consumer demand.
Unit demand kept rising through the
end of 2020 and much of 2021, but
price declines were not proportional.
Please turn to page 14
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Laser Products Industries Founder and
CEO Dan Louis Announces Retirement

S

ince starting his company in
1994, Dan Louis’ vision of
helping companies become
more efficient and employing
American families came to fruition through his innovative mind
and laser technology.
In 2019, LPI celebrated 25 years
of innovative digital measuring

solutions for companies in stone
and various other industries. Led
by its popular Laser Templator
laser measuring system, LPI
has sold more than 6,000 systems throughout the world that
have helped thousands of companies increase their productivity.
Louis created LPI on the premise of helping people out by

making their jobs easier, understanding how cumbersome it
was to measure countertops,
cabinets and rooms in general.
He also wanted to provide job
opportunities for the American
worker and their families.
“I was fortunate enough to have
the resources to engineer a few
solutions that people liked and

were beneficial for their business,” said Louis, CEO and owner
of LPI. “I’ve always said the company exists for the benefit of the
people, meaning not only our customers, but also our employees -many of whom have been with the
company for more than 10 years.
I wanted a place where hardworking Americans could have a good
career and support their families.”
The first product developed
by Louis for the company was
the SL-24 Laser Square, which

!

NEW

allowed installers to execute perfect 90 or 45 degree tile layouts.
A few years later, he introduced
the GS-28 and GS-40 Saw Laser
that mounted on bridge saws and
CNC equipment to create a visible laser guideline for precise
cuts. Both gave a technological
boosts in accuracy to fabrication.
In 2004, Louis introduced the
industry’s first laser templator,
the LT-55. This innovative system allowed templators to digitally measure countertops and
cabinets, add elements such as
overhangs, edge styles and backsplashes, and produce a digital
template ready for fabrication.
He further enhanced this system and launched the LT-2D3D
Laser Templator in 2013 with an
improved 2D Laser Templator
software and a new 3D Laser
TemplatePro software.
Please turn to page 23

K&B Improvement Sales
Continued from page 13

When you need to cut fast, cut consistently,
and strike at your production, Viper Vibora

is ready to get to work.

i
V

Unique 25mm
segments have
a fang pattern,
a diamond array
that lasts, with the
ability to cut natural
and engineered
stone with speed!
• Consistent Cuts with Fast Speeds and Long Life
• Cuts Natural and Engineered Stone
• Miters: Reduce Feed Rate by 30 percent
• Available in 14”, 16”, and 18”
• 25mm Segments

NPD offers data, industry expertise, and prescriptive
analytics to help their clients grow their businesses in
a changing world. For more
information, visit npd.co .

• Wet Use Only

is the bridge saw blade that

you need and trust.

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

When prices did rise in the
single digits, sales continued but softened. In January
2022, average selling prices
increased by double digits,
and units fell slightly for the
first time in nearly two years,
but quickly rebounded in
February.
“Demand variation across
categories and recent months
signals the need to reevaluate pricing and promotional
strategies for home improvement products, based on the
consumer’s current frame of
mind,” said Derochowski.
“This is the time to take action,
in order to inspire continued
consumer demand and maximize business potential.”

800-575-4401

“When you are courting a nice
girl, an hour seems like a second. When you sit on a red-hot
cinder, a second seems like an
hour. That’s relativity.”
– Albert Einstein
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Judges Comments:
Excellent implementation of modern architectural design
using a broad variety of natural materials. The diamond
matched walls, especially in the bathroom, were really nice.
Overall, the installation was extremely well done, and for key
features, the innovative virtual dry lay approach shown in
drawings provided exceptional results.

Natural Stone Institute
Member Company
Gallegos

Vail, Colorado
Stone Installer

Other Project Team Members
David Johnston Architects
Architect

Colorado Stone Quarries
Stone Source
Antique European Flooring
& Design Elements
Arkins Park Stone Company
Telluride Stone
Stone Suppliers

Residential – Single Family

Stone

Willow Court

Veneer Blend
80% Adobe / 20% Highlands sandstone
Absolute Black Zimbabwe granite
Calacatta Lincoln marble
Colonial Cream marble
Colonial Silver marble
Colorado Buff sandstone
Opal White marble
Petit Granit limestone
Statesboro limestone

Aspen, Colorado

Continued from page 13

M

ore than five years
after Gallegos
first looked at preliminary drawings and provided budgets for a private
residence in Vail, Colorado,
the project is complete and

ONE heavy-duty pneumatic
piston lowers large islands
safely and smoothly onto
cabinets. Installer controls
lowering the stone with a
simple mechanical air valve.

is a stunning representation
of modern architecture and
masonry craftsmanship.
The owners desired their
home to be appointed with
hand selected, one-of-akind materials that would
withstand the test of time.

Meant to entertain guests
as though they were at a
five-star resort, the residence features a spa, massage rooms, glass pool and
exquisite views of the Gore
Range.
The contractor asked
Gallegos to provide pricing and expert guidance
on material selections and
installation methods for
the stucco, exterior stone
veneer, and interior marbles, granites, and exotic
stones. Their work is prevalent in all rooms and decks
of this stunning residence.
The exterior stone veneer
was sourced out of China,
something Gallegos has
done numerous times without issues. This time was
different. About halfway
through the exterior stone

fabrication and installation,
China closed the quarry,
declaring that it was in a
tourist region. This sent
Gallegos scrambling, with
forty percent of the exterior cladding installation
complete and no budget
to remove and replace the
installed material. They
were extremely lucky to
find a similar material in
Vietnam that was close
enough in color and texture
to blend in with the original
material and not lose time.
The interior stones and
other exterior and interior
materials were primarily
sourced through suppliers
in Italy. The natural marbles
and granites were installed
in either a vein match or a
book match pattern.
Please turn to page 18

EZ Installation Cart
CODE
SCAN

E
TO SE

n
actioM
n
i
t
r
O
EZ-CaustriesLLC.C
BBInd

Item#
4051

Transport your countertop from
the truck to the kitchen with
ONE cart and NO lifting!
The EZ Installation Cart
saves your stone and your
back from a nasty break.

No hydraulics or
electronics needed!

• Weight:
190 lbs.
• Loading Capacity:
1,100 lbs.

• Height Adjustment:
From 34” to 42”

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

For any size and height
countertop or island installation.
Can also be used in the shop turning island pieces
180° to polish all four sides on straight line polishing
machines. The loading brackets are collapsible for 360°
installation on site and in the shop, helping you to roll
tops from the street to the kitchen with ease.

For more information, call or visit us online.

800-575-4401

®
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WANT TO JOIN THE ARTISAN GROUP?
The Artisan Group, an elite North American network of independent
countertop professionals, is looking to grow their group.
The Artisan Group is an elite North American network of independent
countertop professionals. We were among the first stone fabricators in
the world to achieve full accreditation with the Natural Stone Institute,
with each member rigorously tested on quality, safety, and service.
Each member is an owner and partner in the Artisan Group. Our extensive
network gives the group leverage in purchasing supplies, equipment,
services, and the highest quality material from the best sources around
the globe.

Membership in the Artisan Group allows sharing of best practices because
of our strict non-compete territory policy. Members are given a 300 mile
radius around their shops to prevent competitors from joining the group.
Architectural Surfaces is a supporting partner of the Artisan Group
providing access to the best-in-class natural stone, PentalQuartz and
MetroQuartz. The ability to service Artisan members nationally from
30 locations, as well as provide event planning and marketing support
is a value-add.

Currently we are looking for new companies to join the group’s partnership in
the following areas:
Southern California
Las Vegas, NV
Wisconsin

Indiana
Louisville, KY
St. Louis, MO

Jackson, WY
Boise, ID
Orlando, FL

Oklahoma
Mississippi

To learn more about becoming a member contact Jon Lancto: jonl@Artisan-counters.com
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On your first day,
your worst day and
your best day, we’re...
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Right There With You

• Guaranteed Products
• Hands-On Training and Support
• Industry Expert Staff
• Partnership Mentality
• Same-Day Shipping

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com • 800-575-4401
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TRENCH DRAINS • PITS • RAMPS
BRIDGE SAW WALLS • FLOORS
JIB CRANE FOOTINGS
MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

Protecting Your Investment!
SERVING ALL OF USA & CANADA SINCE 2005!

CALL 877.999.1175
or 404.543.0446

ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

SALES@ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

F U L LY I N S U R E D | A L L W O R K G U A R A N T E E D | A L L S T R U C T U R E S E N G I N E E R - D E S I G N E D

Residential – Single Family
Memories Surround Me
Spokane, Washington

Natural Stone Institute
Member Company
Ancient Art of Stone

Cowichan Bay, BC Canada
Stone Artist/Installer

Other Project Team Members
Nancy McKennon Architect
Architect

Sunrise Inc.

Stone Supplier/On-Site Crane

Meadows Landscape
Stone Supplier

Bedrock Natural Stone
Stone Supplier

Stone
Polished basalt
Sandstone blocks
Glacial erratics
Granite

Judges Comments:
An incredibly imaginative and unique concept.
Extremely well done in its execution and implementation.
Judges appreciated that the submission included the initial sketch. Being hand-chiseled instead of carved by a CNC
machine is another unique aspect, compared to other sculptures we have seen recently. It defied categories, but in terms
of the contribution to the residents, it really is remarkable.

Continued from page 15

A

ndreas and Naomi
Kunert of Ancient
Art of Stone
created the stone artwork
“Memories Surround Me.”
This

unique,

fully

functioning natural stone
fireplace created in their
studio on Vancouver Island
was delivered to the clients’
new home 450 miles away
in Spokane, Washington.
The completed 22´ tall
commission was delivered

in two pieces on Christmas
Eve as an anniversary gift to
the client’s wife. The clients
requested Kunert to design
an artwork which captured
the essence of their 50 years
together and that filled the
required space within the
design of the great room
while not overwhelming it.
They wished the piece to
represent their passion for
fly fishing, their love of the
movement and patterns in
the waters, and the stones
experienced, both large and
small.
Kunert envisioned and
proposed a scale drawing,
suggesting the artwork rise
from the “still waters” of
polished basalt, with sandstone blocks on either side
carved into shorelines, creating the desired secret
caverns for their use. This
cradles a lifetime of stories and adventures that rise
into the all-encompassing
Fibonacci sequence of life,
a swirl of stones. A hybrid
concrete substructure supported the tons of stone

being secured to it and then
moved. It was then enveloped in sandstone blocks
which were carved, adding
a granite mantle and glacial
erratics, ascending into an
astonishingly complex pattern of sacred geometry.
Giving movement to the
stone was intensely challenging, yet imperative in
giving the piece a feeling
of lightness and spiritual
grace.
The final challenge was to
lift the piece by crane from
the low bed onto the foundation within the initial
framing of the house, which
was set within an exclusive
residential neighborhood
in sub-zero temperatures.
Ancient Art of Stone was
intimately involved in
every aspect of the project.
They designed the artwork,
sourced the stone, created
the commission in their studio, and delivered and oversaw the final installation
into the client’s home.
Please turn to page 19
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Natural Stone Institute
Member Company
Rugo Stone

Lorton, Virginia
Stone Supplier/
Fabricator/Installer

Other Project Team Members
Ziger | Snead Architects
Architect

Coldspring

Stone Quarry/Fabricator

Stone
Charcoal Black granite
Mesabi Black granite
Sierra White granite

Judges Comments:
They nailed it. It’s classical, historical, and well executed. The project is inviting
with its mix of graphics and sculpture, and a careful and successful blend of new and
reconditioned stone elements. The reconstruction aspect was a big challenge incorporating its bits and pieces and navigating tight neighborhood conditions.

Public Landscapes/Parks/Memorials
Reconstruction for Lawyers’ Mall
Annapolis, Maryland

Continued from page 18

T

he complete replacement and expansion
of the large urban
streetscape and a crossing located just in front of
the Maryland State Capital
in Annapolis, MD is still
known as Lawyers’ Mall.
This prominent plaza is a
gathering point for the legislators and attorneys working in the state capital. The
focal point of the plaza is a
salvaged and restored limestone colonnade element
from a previous design as
well as the bronze statue of
the late US Supreme Court
Justice, Thurgood Marshall.
Rugo Stone worked
closely with a partnered
supplier to design, fabricate and finally install over

10,000 sq. ft. of granite
paving, steps, benches, and
staircases to clad this streetscape. The granite pieces
feature many custom finishes, which create a very
uniform and bold appearance. The Indiana limestone
colonnade and pedestal
were carefully dismantled
by Rugo Stone and transported to their marble shop
for restoration. The stone
was so heavily soiled that it
required nearly two months
of work that encompassed
cleaning, patching, and
dutchman repairs.
The bronze statue of
Justice Marshall, original
to the Mall, was temporarily on display at a remote
state office building plaza.
Rugo Stone’s skilled rigging team dismantled the

statue and relocated it to
its original setting. The rigging and crane operations at
the newly renovated Mall
were challenging due to
very tight tolerances and the
weight of the statute.
The project had many
challenges. Being in a historical part of the city, the
narrow streets and proximity to historical buildings was challenging from
a crane operations and
deliveries standpoint. The
COVID-19 pandemic as
well as the weather had its
own influence on the work
of the crews and fellow
trades on site. Despite all
this, the Mall was dedicated
as scheduled in December
2020.
This project is an excellent example of using and
blending new granite into a
historical urban streetscape.
Please turn to page 20

High Speed Seaming Adhesive
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Natural Stone Institute
Member Company
Jantile Specialties
Armonk, NY
Stone Installer

Other Project Team Members
Perkins Eastman
Architect

Marmi e Graniti d’Italia
Stone Supplier

Stone
Calacatta Caldia marble

Continued from page 19

T

he Center for
Community Health
at New YorkPresbyterian Brooklyn
Methodist Hospital, is
located on 6th Street
between 7th and 8th
Avenues in the quaint
Brooklyn neighborhood
of Park Slope. Jantile
Specialties, of Armonk,
New York, won the bid to
furnish and install all tile
and natural stone throughout this new construction
project.
While coordination was
required among all trades,
the project ran smoothly in
conjunction with General
Contractor,
Lend-Lease.
The Jantile Specialties
team, led by Pauric
Curristin and Jennifer
Coyne, completed six sky
lobbies and over one hundred patient bathrooms and
linen rooms. However, the
most impressive work was
installed in the main lobby
showcasing a marble feature wall extending eighteen feet in height. The
lobby also includes a twenty-foot long angular reception desk, two kiosk desks,
a credenza, and a café. To
create the hospital’s architectural focal point, Jantile
Specialties worked closely
with the owner, New York
Presbyterian, and architect,
Perkins Eastman, to create

Judges Comments:
An unequivocal winner for execution of design,
fabrication, and installation. It’s all honeycomb
backed stone. In terms of sustainability and responsible use of material, this shows innovation. Impressed
at how little material it took to achieve such a monumental appearance. Where have you ever been to
a hospital where you’ve found something like this
coming through the doors? Exceptional.

Commercial Interior

New York-Presbyterian
Brooklyn Methodist Hospital
Brooklyn, New York

a truly breathtaking entry.
The feature wall consists of
106 custom made Calacatta
Caldia panels assembled
into six tiers, each partially
cascading over the panel
beneath it. Raw material
was hand selected by the
owner, architect, and Jantile
personnel over multiple
trips to Italian quarries.
Strategic fabrication and
assembly were required, as
all panels had mitered stone
returns on every side to create depth and dimension.
Each panel had its own

individual clipping system
of varying lengths which
was integral to achieve this
impressive design.
The stone installation was
a puzzle assembly and had
limited room for error. It
was imperative that each
individual panel be placed
in the precise location, in
order to successfully complete the overall effect. The
wall’s design intent presents a spectacular visual
greeting to all who enter
this building.
Please turn to page 23
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BACA Systems Strengthens A Gifted, Conniving Creep
Leadership Team
Parents Loved to Hate
New CTO and Chief Revenue Officer

B

ACA Systems has
announced that Whitney
Moon and Tim Burke
have joined the company as
chief technology officer and
chief revenue officer, respectively. Moon’s appointment was
effective February 15, 2022, and
Burke began his role in late 2021.
Both report to BACA Systems
President Kevin McManus and
Founder, Owner and CEO Chuck
Russo.
“Whitney and Tim are great
additions to the BACA Systems
leadership team,” said Russo.”
Both Whitney and Tim are
respected leaders who bring tremendous skills and experience to
our company. Together, they will
help us to deliver industry-leading stone fabrication and software solutions to help make our
customers more profitable, successful, and efficient in meeting the needs of their customers,
while we work to continue to
expand our business across North
America, the United Kingdom
and Europe.
Prior to joining BACA Systems,
Moon, 52, held various leadership positions in Engineering,
Operations,
and
Industrial
Automation Sales with Adaptec
Solutions, a leading provider of
robotic automation and material
handling systems. Previously,
he served in several engineering
and market development roles
with Genesis Systems, a robotic
systems integration company.
Moon earned a bachelor’s degree
in mechanical engineering from
Purdue University.
Before joining BACA Systems,
Burke, 59, a career sales professional and leader, built strong
sales teams and developed lasting customer relationships, while

“We have a secret in our
culture, and it’s not that
birth is painful. It’s that
women are strong.”
—Laura Stavoe Harm

Whitney Moon, Chief Technology
Officer for BACA System

increasing revenue at several
start-ups and enterprise software
technology companies over the
past 20 years, including Dassault
Systèmes, IQMS, Xeeva, QAD,
and Plex Systems. Burke holds
a bachelor’s degree in marketing from Central Michigan
University.

Tim Burke, Chief Revenue
Officer for BACA Systems

BACA Systems, a KUKU
Robotics systems integrator,
develops innovative fabrication
solutions for the countertop industry and is the leader in Robotic
SawJet technology. In addition to
offering potential customers the
opportunity to travel to the Detroit
area at BACA Systems’ expense
to see the company’s equipment
in action and meet with current
customers, BACA Systems provides virtual and regional in-person support seminars to help
customers increase their sales and
profitability. BACA Systems was
founded in 2014. Learn more at
www.bacasystems.com.

P

eople under the age of 65
have no business reading
any further. They won’t
understand, and I didn’t take a
bunch of ignorant whippersnappers to raise. Away with them.
There. Now that the room is
clear of the clueless, let us pause
for a moment of silence in fond
memory of Ken Osmond of Los
Angeles, Calif., who left this mortal coil, age 76, two years ago this
month.
(At this point, some Baby
Boomers may be scratching
their heads and saying, “Huh?
Who th’hell is Ken Osmond? Is
Venable off his meds again?”
Rest assured I am not. Read on.)
Long ago, Ken Osmond was an
actor, a well-known and famous
TV star. You’ll know immediately who I’m talking about when
I give you his stage name.
Eddie Haskell.
Yes, that Eddie Haskell, the
sneering teenager, champion
prankster and smarmy brownnoser supreme from the 1950s sitcom, “Leave It to Beaver.”
I can imagine what transpired
when he showed up at that big
principal’s office in the sky and
started laying it on thick with
Saint Peter: “Gee, Mister Peter,
that certainly is an attractive gown
and halo you’re wearing today.
If Wallace and young Theodore
were here, I’d be delighted to

Sam Venable
Department of Irony

show them what a regal bearing
you present.”
Decades before Bart Simpson
became TV’s perennial bad boy,
Osmond’s Eddie Haskell was
making millions of kids howl in
laughter and an equal number
of parents rage in disgust. Here
was a role created in scriptwriting heaven. I can’t imagine anyone else with such a gift for con
artistry.
In retrospect, Eddie’s schtick
as a “creep” seems totally believable. Through the lens of 2022, he
was the only honest-to-gosh, real
person in the Norman Rockwell
world of Beaver Cleaver.
Everybody else was fake.
Th’Beave, in his high-water jeans and baseball cap, was
the angelic kid, an innocent waif

imbued with childlike wonder.
His perfectly coiffed mother
wore pearls and a dress while
pouring breakfast coffee for
his business-suited father, buried behind his newspaper before
driving to the office.
Brother Wally was the quintessential Big Man on Campus:
handsome, athletic, courteous,
never a hair out of place or a
venal thought in his mind.
(I hated Wally’s guts because
my real-life parents held him
aloft as the ideal older brother,
a role model Little Sam should
emulate instead of tormenting his
two younger siblings on a daily
basis. Yeah, right. Barf.)
Funny how life turns out.
Remember that ominous threat—
“Young man, this is going on
your permanent record!”—we
often heard from teachers Way
Back When? That’s precisely
what happened to Ken Osmond.
He got typecast as Eddie
Haskell, making it difficult to land
other acting roles. He wound up
becoming a cop in Los Angeles.
And from all I’ve read, he was an
excellent officer.
Well, duh. You think any punk
could out-B.S. the guy who wrote
the book?
Sam Venable is an author,
comedic entertainer, and humor
columnist for the Knoxville (TN)
News Sentinel. His latest book is
“The Joke’s on YOU! (All I Did
Was Clean Out My Files).” He
may be reached at sam.venable@
outlook.com.
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Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner
Price Increases and Supply Chain Delays

AT

the time of this writing in
late March, we are all starting to feel the pinch of higher prices
and extended wait times on many
items that we, as stone restoration
professionals, need for our everyday
projects. We all know that the worldwide COVID pandemic has definitely
put a big hurt on both the extraction,
production and logistics of most
all goods that the world depends on
to function. I’m not trying to be all
gloom and doom or political, I just
want to clarify why we are all paying
more for our goods and therefore services, and why we will all inevitably
have to raise our rates accordingly, as
well.
First, here’s the reality for those
of us who have a delivery or installation vehicle: we are all paying
almost double for the fuel we put
in our vehicles today, as we were in
2019. I believe the national average
for regular unleaded is now at $4.25
per gallon – and more in California.
I recently filled up at Sam’s Club at
$3.95 per gallon (including my discount), but then we are very sheltered
here in Knoxville. The average diesel
price is now over $5 per gallon. Think
about this last number and you’ll
know one very good reason why the
price on many items has skyrocketed.
Currently, the planet relies on fossil fuels to extract, produce, and move
both goods and services. Some of the
fertilizers and chemicals that farmers
use are a by-product of fossil fuels.
The tractors and other equipment
used by the farmers also rely on fossil fuels. The produce is then moved
by truck, rail, plane, and ship by, you
guessed it, fossil fuels. Imagine filling up your semi-truck with 300 gallons of diesel for around $1,500 every
2,100 miles (based on an average of 7
miles per gallon)!
Now consider the impact of the pandemic. COVID-19 has dramatically
slowed the extraction, production,
and delivery of goods and services
worldwide for two years, now. As an
example, raw materials mining operations have suffered, and much needed
materials such as bauxite, which is
used to make aluminum, cost more
to obtain and refine. In the stone restoration industry, we use aluminum
oxides as fine abrasives to hone and
polish stone and other hard surfaces.
Factories, restaurants, retail stores,

Bob Murrell

M3 Technologies
Photos by Bob Murrell

and service companies all had to
shut down and / or change their
normal operations significantly.
This has ultimately contributed to
delays in these products and services. Thankfully, most essential
services were allowed to continue
operations. If it hadn’t been for
some specific retail outlets like
grocery stores, truck drivers, first
responders, health care personnel,

Regular-grade octane was $4.09
at my favorite local station
when this photo was taken, in
late March.This is close to double what I paid for gas
in 2020.

and others working hard, things could
have ended up being even worse. So
many thanks to them, for sure!
Of course, there are other factors
that affect prices as well, like geopolitical politics. There are tariffs
assigned to certain countries’ products due to certain political issues like
unfair trade or business espionage or
human rights violations, all of which
is way above my pay grade, if you
know what I mean. The point is, all
of these problems have culminated
in the current economic climate.
Hopefully it will be temporary, and
I have the greatest expectations from
these here United States of America!
Now, let’s consider stone restoration and maintenance suppliers,
and the issues we face directly. At
M3 Technologies, Inc., we have had
to raise our prices anywhere from
15 percent to more than 30 percent
on some items. As an example, it
is unfortunate that most of our steel
comes from overseas. This combined
with tariffs, has caused the price of
steel wool to start approaching double the price it was two years ago.
This same issue is seen with anything
containing steel, like floor machines,
for example. The price of motors (and
most things electric) has also risen
substantially. This combined with the
higher steel prices have sent machine
costs upwards of 30-plus percent.
When you combine these new costs
with the fact that many of these items
come from overseas, the logistics
have turned into a quagmire. Floor
machines are now on a 6-plus week
lead time. We have actually had some
machines on backorder now for well
over 180 days! Now add the new cost

Steel wool is another common item
whose price has skyrocketed. Hopefully, the prices hikes for everyday
consumable items are temporary,
and will eventually return
to “normal.”

of fuel with regards to shipping, and
you have a recipe for all-time high
costs.
So, what’s the difference between
inflation now and historically? I
mean really, in 1965 a new Mustang
cost around $2,427.00. They now
sell between $30k - $40k for base
models (if you can get one!). Once
again, the answer to this question is
well above my pay grade.
Guess what resin diamonds are
made from? Yep, fossil fuels. What
about some of the chemicals we
rely on like solvent-based impregnating sealers? Then there are the
plastics that many other items are
constructed of, too, like the bottles and pails the chemicals come
in. Adhesives, poly tape, caulking,
Tape & Drape, paint rollers and
applicators, totes, safety glasses —
are all made from fossil fuels, and
the list goes on and on.
Now, I’m not saying all of this
to start a controversy or attempt to
sway any political opinions. I say
all of this to reassure you that we in
the restoration and stone countertop business are not trying to hose or
overcharge anyone with a new pricing structure. Just like you, M3 has
to make a profit in order to pay our
bills and feed our families. If companies cannot remain profitable, then
they would cease to exist and that
wouldn’t help them, their employees, or their clients who depend on
them. Hopefully some of these rising costs (especially fuel and steel)
will stabilize and we can get back
to a somewhat normal place again.
For now, we just need to tighten our
belts, try to be frugal, and keep our
nose to the grindstone.
As always and before beginning
any new project, I recommend submitting a test area to confirm the
results and the procedure, prior to
starting a stone or hard surface restoration/ maintenance project. Also,
the best way to help ensure success
is by partnering with a good distributor, like BB Industries, that knows
the business. They can help with
technical support, product purchase
decisions, logistics, and other pertinent project information.
Bob Murrell has worked in the natural stone industry for over 40 years
and is well known for his expertise
in natural stone, tile and decorative concrete restoration and maintenance. He helped develop some
of the main products and processes
which revolutionized the industry, and is currently the Director of
Operations for M3 Technologies.
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Laser Products Industries CEO
Dan Louis Announces Retirement

Natural Stone Institute
Member Company
Camarata
Masonry Systems
Houston, Texas
Stone Installer

Other Project Team Members
West 8

Design Architect

Clark Condon Associates
Project Architect

Alamo Stone

Stone Supplier/Fabricator

Stone
Calypso Coral limestone

Judges Comments:
Fell in love with that fountain wall! Appreciation for the use of the green wall
material. Admire the care in the matching and the continuity of tone that they
achieved in the alcove wall. First drawn visually, and then they realized that the
process to achieve the visual they were looking for was likely harder than it might
appear, due to the material’s heavy patterning. Great execution of a great project.

Thank You and Good Luck to Dan Louis. After 28 years, LPI founder Dan Louis
looks to start a new chapter in his storied life… living it up in retirement.

Continued from page 14

Houston Botanic Garden
Houston, Texas

Continued from page 20

T

he 132-acre Houston
Botanic Garden
is an urban oasis
located on an old municipal golf course in Houston,
TX. The project is divided
into four primary areas: the
entrance, the pavilion, the
alcove wall, and fountain.
The
Calypso
Coral
stone’s unique and rustic
appearance on the 46-feet
long walls at the entrance
set the tone. The pavilion’s stone cladding continues the natural outdoor

appearance while serving as a welcome center
for visitors. Without any
doubt, the focal point of the
project is the 470-feet long
alcove wall with its 1˝ thick
Calypso Coral stone cladding on one face, and splitface block on the opposite
face. The stone cladding
has an intricate recessed
groove which interfaces
with the specific location
of 55 planter boxes that
are built into the wall. The
plant opening at the stone
face is 2˝ tall by 15˝ long
to cover the planter box in

The advanced hardware
design and user-friendly,
yet
robust,
software
allowed templators to send
CNC-ready files directly
from the jobsite to the shop
for fabrication, and to complete more jobs in a day.
This innovation won the
StonExpo Best Product
Award in 2013, as well as
several other awards.
Today, the LT-2D3D
continues to be the market leader in digital

www.saxstonecarving.com

Public Landscapes/Parks/Memorials

the masonry wall and allow
ample room for the plant to
“feed” down the face of the
stone cladding.
The green wall portion
of the Calypso Coral stone,
when quarried, is located at
the top of the natural ground
surface. The proximity to
the surface is what yields
the unique finish with the
characteristic sizable voids.
This material was the critical component needed to
achieve the desired appearance and function of the
alcove wall fountain. The
blocks were hand selected
by the architect who took
into account their size,
location within the fountain, and surface area of the
green wall finish.
As is often the case, being
afforded the opportunity
to see this material in person made the decision process much easier, as the
team was confident with
the final selection. The finished fountain offers a rustic, natural appearance with
characteristic natural voids
which are ideal for the
placement of the plant life.

22

templating systems with
more than 3,000 customers worldwide, including 13 of the last 16 Stone
World Fabricator of the
Year award winners. LPI
has also been recognized
by Inc. Magazine as one of
the 5,000 Fastest Growing
Private Companies in
America in 2017 and 2018.
Also in 2018, Louis was
recognized as an influential
figure in the industry when
he was inducted into the
National Kitchen and Bath
Association (NKBA) Hall
of Fame.

nd
annual

“Just as important as all
the success we have had
over the past 25 years and
looking at all the new things
we have on the horizon, is
the people inside and outside the company,” said
Louis. “I just want people
to be happy and enjoy life.”
From the Slippery Rock
Gazette, and every member of the LPI family…
Thank you, Dan Louis and
we wish you and your family the best in retirement!

May 23-29, 2022

Traditional Italian Stone Carving with
Guest Instructor Fred X. Brownstein

July 16-22, 2022

Stone Carving A to Z with Mark Saxe
and staff instructors
Classes address architectural, figurative,
and abstract styles. Each course open to
all levels. Scholarships and work-study
available.

Visit the website or call Mark Saxe at 505.579.9179 for information about
intensive seven day classes and individual instruction throughout the
year, a wide selection of high quality carving tools, and stone.
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the Environment
Climate and
Smile

O

ver the last few years, we
have all seen the devastating affects our climate
has had on all of us. Hurricane
Harvey in 2017 destroyed over
200,000 businesses and homes,
over 100 people died and 30,000
were displaced. The total damage
cost was over $133 billion
dollars.
In 2020, record heat and drought
plagued the central and western states. Over 40 people died,
crops withered in the fields and
livestock perished, causing inflation and aggravating supply chain
issues during the early stages of
the pandemic. The United States
Drought Monitor says 60 percent
of western states are currently
in severe, extreme, or exceptional drought. Cost of the 2020
drought: $4.5 billion dollars.
In 2020 California had its worst
fire season in history and had the
biggest fire in California history.
The August Complex fire was
started by lightning and burned
for 4 months. It destroyed over
900 buildings and it burned over
1 million acres. (1 percent of
California land). The total cost of
the California wildfire season in
2020 was over $12 billion dollars, with over 10,000 buildings
destroyed and an estimated 33
human lives lost.

Sharon Koehler
Stone Industry Consultant
Curbing pollution is not
the only answer to our
climate woes, but it is a
step in the right direction.
If that’s not enough of a wake-up
call, March 2022 was a record
month for tornadoes in the United
States. The average number of tornadoes usually recorded in March,
across the nation, is 95. This past
March there were 233…
So, what is one of the big reasons we are having issues with
our climate? You guessed it…
HUMANS! This is not about climate change or global warming.
This is about how we as humans
affect our climate by our actions.
So, what can businesses do to
help possibly keep our climate a
bit quieter? (You may be surprised
because you have seen these suggestions before).

oil emissions. (Air pollution)
• Develop a proper leak and spill
cleanup plan. This reduces hazardous chemical runoff. (Water
pollution)
• Think about renewable energy
like solar panels. Renewable
energy emits the lowest amount of
carbon compared to other non-renewable energy sources. (Air
pollution)

You may think that you are just
one person and there is nothing
you can do to help with this problem. You would be wrong. There
are lots of things individuals can
do to help. (Again, you may be
surprised. You have seen these
• Purchase recycled/eco con- before).
scious products. This keeps waste
• Don’t litter. This keeps trash
out of landfills. (Land pollution)
out
of our water and chemicals
• Purchase green chemicals for
out
of
our land. (Land and water
pest control and cleaning. This
pollution)
keeps harmful chemicals out of our
• Keep your car properly mainwater. (Water and land pollution)
tained.
A mechanical issue can
• Purchase hybrid or electric
increase
the gas and oil emissions
vehicles and equipment as needed.
your
car
leaks or puts in the air.
This reduces or eliminates gas and

Natural Stone Institute
Announces 2022 Awards
Call for Entries

T

he 2022 entry period for
the Natural Stone Institute
Awards Program is now
open. The association is pleased
to announce a call for entries for
the Pinnacle Awards, Industry
Recognition Awards, and scholarship program. All entries are due
by Friday, May 20.
The Pinnacle Awards honor
projects whose beauty, creativity, ingenuity, and craftsmanship
exemplify professional mastery in the use of natural stone
for commercial and residential
applications.
New for 2022, a Kitchen and

Bath category will join the existing Pinnacle Award categories:
Commercial Interior, Commercial
Exterior, Renovation/Restoration,
Residential
Interior/Exterior
(Single
and
Multi-Family),
Architectural Carving/Lettering /
Sculpture, and Public Landscapes
/Parks / Memorials. A Grande
Pinnacle Award, sponsored by
Marmomac, will be presented to
the best overall project.
The Industry Recognition
Awards celebrate individuals
in the stone industry for exemplary contributions to the industry and association over a period
of time. Available awards include

the Migliore Award for Lifetime
Achievement, the Women in
Stone Pioneer Award, and the
Natural Stone Craftsman of the
Year Award.
Two scholarships, the Natural
Stone Scholarship and the
Women in Stone Empowerment
Scholarship, provide hands-on
educational opportunities for
aspiring professionals interested
in furthering their careers in the
stone industry.
Pinnacle and individual award
recipients will be celebrated at
the annual Natural Stone Institute
Awards Ceremony at TISE in Las
Vegas in 2023.

(Air and land pollution)
• Use organic weed and pest control. This prevents harmful chemicals from seeping into the soil.
(Land pollution)
• Dispose of your trash properly
with a reputable waste company
or municipal dump site. Trash
that ends up in sewers washes into
public water like lakes and oceans.
(Water pollution)

trapped under wildfire smoke or
smog and warms the earth, creating the opportunity for more
storms. Because the air is polluted, the chance for acid rain
increases, further harming our
soil and water. Which, in turn,
decreases our plant life, which in
turn affects our animal life…You
get the idea.
Climate is a natural event. We
can’t stop it or control it, nor
should we. Our normally moderate climate has become a real
pain in the a** sometimes, and
incredibly difficult to deal with
on occasion. It costs us billions of
dollars every year to deal with the
effects of our climate. We really
don’t need to aggravate it. It can
be harmful enough on its own.
Why would we want to “poke
the bear?” That never ends well
for anybody except maybe “the
bear.”

You may be wondering why you
are getting pollution suggestions
for helping the climate. As it turns
out, pollution (land, water, and air)
all contribute to climate issues.
Everything is connected.
Here’s a perfect example:
Fertilizer chemicals leach into
the soil. The soil runs off into a
lake. The fertilizer causes algae
blooms (high growth of algae).
As the algae dies it releases harmful chemicals into the water killing fish and plant life creating
Curbing pollution is not the
“dead zones.” The decaying
only
answer to our climate woes,
plants and animals release harmbut
it
is a step in the right direcful gas into the air. The gas gets
tion. Fixing our pollution issues is
good for the only earth we have,
Entrants are reminded to note the only air we have, the only
the new submission deadline of water we have and the climate we
May 20. All awards are open are stuck with. And, taking care
to Natural Stone Institute mem- of these things helps us to live
bers. For more information about longer, healthier lives as well.
each award, including nomina- Think about it.
tion forms, submission requirePlease send your thoughts on
ments, sponsorship information,
this
article to Sharon Koehler at
and details on past recipients,
Sharonk.SRG@gmail.com.
visit www.naturalstoneinstitute.
org/awards.
The Natural Stone Institute is
a trade association representing
every aspect of the natural stone
industry. The current membership
exceeds 2,000 members in over
50 nations. Two prominent publications—the Dimension Stone
Design Manual and Building
Stone Magazine—raise awareness within the natural stone
industry. for best practices and
uses of natural stone. Learn more
at www.naturalstoneinstitute.org.

One man alone can
be pretty dumb sometimes, but for real
bona fide stupidity,
there ain’t nothing
like teamwork.
– Mark Twain
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Jackie Hoffman is the
Unicorn of Stone Tool Sales
Continued from page 4

Hoffman admits she learned so
much about tools and machines
from following people around,
hanging out in shops and asking a lot of questions. Hoffman
can now demonstrate and use the
machines and tools she sells.
Edgar, fabrication foreman of
Stone Center in Portland Oregon
recalls his early connection with
Jackie. “When I first met Jackie,
she was working for GranQuartz,
and what I liked about her was
that she was always curious as to
where and why I would use certain products like epoxies. She
would ask for my opinion on
customer concerns so she would

know enough to resolve issues
that they would have. She wants
to know everything about the
industry, whereas other drivers
or suppliers just want to sell their
products.”
Eric Boulouden, GM for Axis
Countertops in Kent Washington
said, “Under customer service
in Webster’s dictionary, there is
a picture of Jackie. I’ve worked
with her twenty years and she
will go out of her way to bring me
anything I need. If she is within

“Yes, my Boston Terrier, Puddles, is sometimes my co-pilot – and
a great ice-breaker. My clients, like Lupe Chavez of Crystal Stone,
Auburn, Washington, love to meet him.”
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two hours, she will turn around
and come back to the shop, if I
forgot something. She is the energizer bunny and puts more time
on her van than any 18-wheeler
driver. It’s not just customer service though, Jackie’s knowledge
of surface repair is bar none. I
am a chemical engineer, known
as “the fixer” because of my surface repair abilities, but Jackie
has me beat. None of her competitors do what she does. Jackie
is the glue that keeps her customers together and she goes above
for us and BB Industries. I cherish
Hoffman on a delivery run to
client Diane Nettekoven at
Nu Elegance, in Kent, WA.

our professional and personal
relationship.”
After two years with Sommer &
Maca, Hoffman went to Keystone.
Then, a merger placed her working at GranQuartz. They didn’t
have trucks at that time, and only
had catalog sales. Hoffman spent
seven years there, altogether. She
would take her vacation time and
go to trade shows, since she was
not invited. She would go into
competitors’ booths to do research
and get their catalogs.
When she left the company, the
new GQ regional manager asked
her to come back, but she had
already trained her replacement,
so instead, they hired her as a consultant. She took a van route the
next day, took truck inventory for
others, and trained the new salespeople on the routes, and did some
in-store training.
When Hoffman left GranQuartz,
she became Steve’s Polishing
Pro Systems’ Director of Sales,
where she learned how to do surface repairs. They once called
her in at a trade show to repair a
Caesarstone slab, and she did it in
3-inch heels, in the SFA cage.
“The day I met Jackie, she was

on a bucket, in her heels, repairing a slab in the SFA cage, and
her only competition were men,”
said Dave Bonasera, CEO of ESP
(Environmentally Safe Products
and Procedures). “I’d challenge
any veteran polisher to perform
under the adverse conditions
she’s had to face. I would put
her up against anyone refinishing
stone or engineered material. She
learned from the best with Steve
at Steve‘s Polishing Pro Systems.
Most sales people can sell, but
Jackie use the tools she sells. If
she cannot, she will research and
practice until she can. She is a
very self-driven, self-made person who put in the hours, and
works hard to be the go-to source
for her customers. That is a lot art
these days. I know if I told Jackie
she was old school, she would
put her hand on her hip and say
‘Baby, I am the school!’”
Next, she established Western
Tool
&
Supply’s
Pacific
Northwest territory via catalog
sales and stayed for a year. Even
during her year break from the
stone business while working at
Royal Caribbean, she worked
with Aaron Crowley and helped
design the deluxe apron from
Fabricator’s Friend.
Crowley commented, “Jackie
has always been Fabricators
Friend’s biggest advocate and it
was her suggestion to put a suspender type should strap on our
standard apron. Her idea became
the Deluxe version of our Bullet
Proof Apron, which is now more
popular than the original!”
Long time BB Industries (BBI)
sales consultant Bill Hickey had
mentioned that she should work
at BBI. When she saw that her
friend and former co-worker Joe

Torres had been hired at BBI,
she called him and told him she
wanted to work at BB Industries.
And that is where she has been for
the past three years.
In an industry dominated by
male salesman, she has proven
herself time and time again by
offering customer service to an
astounding level and educating
herself at every turn to know her
products inside and out so that she
can roll up her sleeves and use
them to help customers with solutions. Her customers love her as
a professional and friend because
many have worked with her for
two decades. Hoffman has her
customers’ and company’s best
interest at heart and gives her job
150 percent effort. She is a huge
asset to the stone industry and
especially to BB Industries. With
so many years in the industry,
Hoffman runs into past co-workers who are competitors all the
time in her BB Industries territory, and has good and respectful relationships with them. “One
calls me the pit bull because I
won’t let go, once I sink my teeth
in. Another calls me the princess
because the car I used to drive
before my van was Cinderella
blue!” said Hoffman.
“It has been so great working
with a fast-growing company
who values customer service as
much as I do,” said Hoffman. “I
tell my customers that I work for
them and BBI pays me to supply
them. I really do love what I do–
my customers and my company.”
For
more
info,
visit
BBIndustriesLLC.com, and BB
Industries on social channels
LinkedIn , Instagram , Twitter,
Pinterest, and Facebook.
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History Worth Preserving
Continued from page 8

“They’d open the doors to
the garage and ring the bell
every Fourth of July. People
would look at it and say,
‘What the heck is that?’”
After their parents’ deaths,
Miller and her 69-year-old
brother, retired Ford Motor
Co. executive Robert L.
Shanks Jr. of Miami, moved
the bell to Miller’s garage,
where it’s sat since 2009.
A collector in Texas
offered $50,000 for the bell,
which bears Revere’s imprimatur. But after he casually
mentioned he’d melt it down
if he decided not to keep it,
the siblings spurned the offer.
Miller did some online
sleuthing, figured out where
the bell was forged, and
decided to donate it to the
Massachusetts museum so
the public could view and
appreciate it.

The Slippery Rock Marketplace

“I don’t need a bell in my
garage, and this bell has a
story of its own,” she said.
“It represents what our history and our country are
all about. I wanted it to go
beyond us — to go back to
where it started. We’re the
keepers of our history.”
Local historian George
Comeau, a board member of
the Revere & Son Heritage
Trust Corp., which operates the museum, said few
of the hundreds of bells the
Reveres produced are in private hands — and most are
hidden from public view.
“This bell went 3,000
miles (4,800 kilometers)
from Canton to California,”
he said. “It just shows the
long reach of history. We’re
super excited it’s coming
home.”

www.wehausa.com
info@wehausa.com
1-877-315-4761

Fast. Flexible. Financing.1
Visit: Ascentium.info/Rock2022
Financing dependent on credit parameters.

1

Patented Undermount Sink Clips

FAST. SIMPLE. SECURE.
www.sinkits.com

(417) 374-7373

info@sinkits.com

We produce durable, easy-to-use stone
processing and handling equipment that
will help the stone fabricator increase
production while decreasing costs.
www.rye-corp.com

MADE IN THE USA

FAB KING • HUSKY • PRISM MITER
RENEGADE • RYDRATOR • TILT-A-SLAB

BBIndustriesLLC.com
800-575-4401

Save BIG on
Hercules stone
transport solutions.

Material Handling • Air Tools • Electric Tools
© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

TRENCH DRAINS • PITS • RAMPS • BRIDGE SAW WALLS
FLOORS • JIB CRANE FOOTINGS •MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

CALL 877.999.1175 or 404.543.0446
ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

SALES@ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

Experienced and Specializing in:
Training/ Calibration /Troubleshooting of OMAG CNCs
Countertop production and fabrication stategies
EasySTONE and EasySTONE-NCsoftware

“I want you to know that while I utterly disagree
with you in regards to broccoli, I still respect
the office of Mom.”

Phone: (970) 309-4339
Email: jerry@kiddimprovements.com

com website for more online
training opportunities.

Call 321-514-6845 Stoneforensics.com
Call 321-514-6845 Stoneforensics.com
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• Learn physical
and chemical
testing, troubleshoot
problems
• Earn Up to $300
per hour
• Includes class
manual & three
technical calls to
Dr. Fred

A

UN

O

Troubleshooting
pitting and spalling,
moisture, rust damage and more will be
covered in Dr. Fred’s
in-depth class.

M

Stone Forensics
once
Stone Forensics
is once isagain
offering
itsInspecpopular
offering again
its popular
Stone
StoneasInspection
Seminar
tion Seminar
an affordable,
self
as an affordable,
self guided
guided PowerPoint
presentation.
PowerPoint
presentation.
Take Dr
Fred’s Stone
and Tile
Dr Fred’s
Stonehow
and
InspectionTake
course
and learn
Tile skills
Inspection
courselevel
and
to take your
to the next
learn how
to takeinspector.
your skills
as a certified
stone
the next levelunderstand
as a certified
Evaluatetoinstallations,
stone inspector.
Evaluate incrack propagation,
troubleshoot
understand
crack
failures,stallations,
learn problem
solving
troubleshoot
for stainpropagation,
removal, efflorescence,
learn problem solvlippage, failures,
and more.
ing for
stain removal, effloSee the
stoneforensics.com
and more.
website rescence,
for morelippage,
online training
See the stoneforensics.
opportunities.

CO

Learn
Stone
Troubleshooting
Learn
Stone&&Tile
Tile Troubleshooting

ETING

Grow the Retail Side of your Countertop Company
You only get retail countertop jobs from
word- of-mouth leads and referrals.
You’ve tried marketing in the past and it didn’t
work to bring in jobs.
You don’t have a system to follow-up with
homeowners in order to close more jobs.
BOOK A FREE STRATEGY CALL TODAY
to find out how we can help
https://countertopmarketingco.com/
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The Slippery Rock Classifieds
For Sale
2003 Breton Spider 800 FR/PC Bridge
Saw. CURRENTLY UNDER POWER!
WILL BE AVAILABLE APRIL 2022!
Includes metal stands, tilt table, & manual miter function. Table gear was recently
replaced. In good condition, being replaced
due to purchasing a new machine.
Located in Midwest. $20,000. Contact:
Terry King, cadillaccutstone@yahoo.
com .
___________

To submit a print or online classified ad, use the online form at
www.slipperyrockgazette.net/listingform – you will be sent a confirmation
email. Send other ad inquiries to publisher@slipperyrockgazette.net.

2022 Classified Ad Deadlines
Issue
June 2022
July 2022
August 2022

Ad Submission Deadline
Friday, April 22, 2022
Friday, May 27, 2022
Friday, June 24, 2022

Ads not meeting guidelines will not be published. See Slipperyrockgazette.net

Comandulli Speedy Edge Polishing
Machine For Sale. Edge polishing
machine for sale $24K or OBO Machine
located in Los Angeles, CA area Excellent
condition, low hours, Model Speedy
System, Year 2006, Automatic Tool
changer, Pneumatic turntable for piece
loading, pre-set programs visualized on
“touch-screen” control panel. Contact:
Elizabeth DeLorenzo, 310-328-8000, elizabeth@delorenzomarble.com .
___________

While Supplies Last

EXW Whitehall, NY
•132 TON SPLITTING FORCE
• RIGHT LOADING CONVEYOR PICTURED
•25.2” BLADE LENGTH
•17.72” SPLITTING HEIGHT
• 15 KW PUMP UPGRADE
• 6.39” PER SECOND DESCENT
• 7.17” PER SECOND RETRACT
• REINFORCED 13.12’ LONG CONVEYOR w/ HIGH SIDEBOARDS
• TESTED and PRESSURES SET PRIOR TO SHIPMENT
(518) 499-0602
• $63,700.00 w/o CONVEYOR
ApexEquipIntl@Aol.com
• CURRENTLY IN STOCK, WHITEHALL, NY 12887

Custom built by owner – $35K

Custom built by owner – $125K

Cuts boulders 6’ x 16’ long, many modifications
built-in. To see in action, go to www.youtube.com/
channel/UC2uj5WVOZNiYfPVsfUU88kw and
watch “The Making of Claire’s Arch”

Email accounting@nemasonry.net or call us for more details.
Northeast Masonry 32 Cash Drive Mound House, NV 89706 • 775.246.0105

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Igloo 640 x450: 132 Ton Splitting force;
25.2” Blade Length; 17.72” Splitting Ht.; 15kW;
Pump Upgrade; 6.39” Per/Second Blade Descent
Speed; 1.17” Per/Second Retract Speed
Sherpa T4: Moterized Conveyor; Load on left,
goes right w/o control console; High side boards;
13.2’ L x 39.47” W x 37.4” H; Reinforced design

CALL FOR
PRICING
& MORE

Northeast Masonry 32 Cash Drive Mound House, NV 89706 • 775.246.0105

2 Saws For Sale

Velocity Edge Machine For Sale.
Good condition, works great. Located in
Northeast Florida. Shop Retooling. Call
or email for additional information, pictures, or video of the machine running.
Price $100.000, OBO. Call 904-728-8398,
jeff@jandjcorp.com .
___________

Steinex Igloo Stone Splitter w/Sherpa.
Stone splitter w/Sherpa. 215 hours, $125k
for both. Contact: Paul Holloway, 775246-0105, accounting@nemasonry.net .
___________

$84,550.00 USD

CABLE SAWS FOR SALE

Yukon Bridge Saw For Sale. Currently
under Power. In good condition. Email or
call for additional information, pictures,
or video. Located in Northeast Florida
$30,000. Call 904-613-6253, jennifer@
Jandjcorp.com .
___________

Classic Roman-Style Indiana limestone entrances. Columns, archway and
surround. Removed from the fronts of
WPA era government buildings. Beautiful
old-time craftsmanship. Three available.
15,000 each. E-mail for photos. Contact:
Michael Jamieson, 845-671-9040, mijoroc@icloud.com .
___________

640 X 450 120t

www.ApexEquipmentInternational.com

2019 Baca For Sale. 2019 Baca Robosaw
jet for Sale. Great condition, currently
under Power. Can offer training. $275,000
OBO. Contact: Jennifer G Czyzewski,
904-613-6253, jennifer@Jandjcorp.com .
___________

Countertop Fabrication Tools. Pinske
straight edges, backsplash jig, mutiple
aluminum Pinske table stands (2) 12´ and
(1) 8´ and 2 vacuum sanding machines
and one set of high quality suction cups,
adjustable sink cutout template & misc.
tools. LT 55 laser templator with tripod.
Heavy duty Porter Cable routers and some
bits. For pickup in Mt. View, AR. Contact:
Greg Aydt, 1-870-269-5622, golfaydt@
gmail.com .
___________

IGLOO SHERPA

16 ft. Saw for $15,000 &
13 ft. Saw for $10,000 OBO
Sunshine Granite
907 Back Water Driver
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
Please email, call or stop in
Mon-Fri, 8 am to 3:30 pm
727-463-0654
Ask for Sy or Maribeth

Sunshinemarblegranite@yahoo.com

For Sale. Oma edge shaping router with
hydraulic motor, includes bits for ogee
and full bullnose. Asking $1200.00 or best
offer. Call 410-917-7343, samcraycraft@
gmail.com .
___________

Business Opportunity
Stone restoration business for sale,
owner retiring. Established 20-year-old

business in booming St. George, Utah.
Staff of 3, all equipment, including
van. The premier stone cleaning, maintenance and restoration company in
area. Normally booked 1-2 months in
advance. Referrals from past clients and
related vendors. All accounts on QB’s
online and option to take over website.
Owner will stay on for 2 months to
ensure smooth transition. Serious inquiries to Jeff at 435-628-1001.
___________

Northern Maine Wholesale Countertop
Fabrication Shop. Shop fabricates and
installs granite, quartz, soapstone and
laminate countertops for an established
network of lumberyards, kitchen dealers and big box stores. Equipment,
vehicles, contacts and training
$375,000.00, 32´ x 80´ shop on .73
acre, $225.000.00. Inventory is negotiable Contact: Mia Pangburn, 207-7680736, 2mpangburn@gmail.com.
___________

Help Wanted
Hiring Stone Fabricators, Installers and
Helper. European Marble Company is
a busy marble and granite fabrication
shop in Sarasota, Florida specializing in
kitchen countertops. We are looking for
experienced fabricators, installers and
helpers. Full-time. Health benefits and
vacation time. Offering top pay. Apply
in person 1820 N Lime Ave. or email
resume. Contact: European Marble
Company, 941-955-9536, teresa.europeanmarble@gmail.com.
___________
Inline Polisher Technical Product
Specialist. Leading equipment manufacturer for the stone industry is seeking an enthusiastic and personable individual to lead the installation, training,
and service activities of our new inline

polisher. This is a great opportunity for
someone who has worked in a stone
shop, is seeking a change, and has relevant experience with inline polishers or
related systems. Competitive pay and
strong benefits package. Must be open
to moderate travel. Contact: Felipa
Wogan, 248-706-6307, fwogan@bacasystems.com.
___________
CNC Router Operator/Programmer.
Experienced CNC programmer and
operator needed in Denver, Colorado.
Intermac/Biesse machinery experience preferred but not required. Pay
based on experience. Great benefits
package offering with health/dental/
vision plans. Generous PTO, 401K
plan, optional STD/LTD, etc. Contact:
Colorado Custom Stone, 720-8330238, ccssales@coloradocustomstone.
com.
___________
Natural Stone Restoration Company
-Lead Man. Natural Stone Restoration
Company looking for lead man for residential and commercial restoration.
Must be experienced in all phases of
stone restoration –quartz experience is
helpful. Contact by email or phone for
details. Contact: Bob Adwar, 1-303881-0400, bob@marbletecsystems.
com.
___________
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Hands On Stone

S

tone has the potential to
become a thing of beauty,
a thing that can capture the
essence of a thought or feeling the
way a well-worn catcher’s mitt
can catch a fastball.
I have been working with stone
for over forty years. Forty years
is a long time to stick with anything, especially these days, when
our attention span is goaded on all
sides to become shorter. We have
come to expect immediate satisfaction. But stone carvers buck
this trend. Stone working is a
slow process, and patience is the
coin of the realm.
Twenty-two years ago, we
decided to start offering seven-day intensive classes as a
way to support the continuation
of this slow art of carving. The
first inklings of offering a workshop at my stone yard had come
to me as the result of a visit to
the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine in New York City during
the carving program which was
established to complete the cathedral’s towers. Apprentice carvers
served under the tutelage of master stone carvers, learning to cut,
shape, and carve the thousands
of stones that would be necessary. When that program ended in
1992, a huge gap in the tradition
was left, and it is that gap which
we, in our own small way, are trying to fill. (Learn more about the
Cathedral at www.divinestone.
org, a blog begun in 2020 by
Roger Murphy, a regular student
in our classes, to document the
program, carvings, and construction of the Cathedral.)
It took years to perfect the ins
and outs of every aspect of the
workshops, but in 2020, COVID
threw everything off. Needless to
say, the last two years of classes
were different from any we had
done before, with travel bans and
limitations on gatherings. We had
to adjust. But our commitment to
teaching held steady and now we
are returning to a semblance of
normalcy with this summer’s two
classes, guest instructors and students from out of state, and preCOVID enrollment numbers.
We start with the basics: geology of carving stones, tool selection and care, splitting and
shaping the stone in preparation
for carving, laying out, where and
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Mark Saxe
Southwest Stoneworks
Photos courtesy Southwest
Stoneworks & Kevin O’Connell

The hands of 40 years of stone carving experience. For the
past 22 years, the Saxe Stone Carving Symposium has helped
to keep the art of stone carving alive.

how to begin, where one is most
likely to meet trouble, roughing
out, proper carving techniques,
texturing, finishing, lettering,
and rigging. The instructors at
the workshop have decades of
know-how. They have devoted
their lives to this obdurate, beautiful, natural material. With a typical teacher to student ratio of
1 to 5, our focus is on individual instruction. We try to provide everything a student needs to
complete a modest project within
the confines of the seven-day
period. Some returning students
work on a single piece throughout

the course of several workshops
spanning several years. We strive
to expose each student to as many
techniques as possible, such that
when they leave, they have the
confidence to continue on their
own. They have learned to recognize what they do not know.
The standards for the greatest carvings ever produced are in
museums all around the world, all
of them carved by the hands of
carvers who spent years, decades,
honing their skills. In our classes,
we try our best to focus on what
makes a piece successful and on
developing the hand and the eye

Returning student Ray Alvarado
has attended the symposium
for the past 6-7 years.

to recognize and produce good
work. Looking at the sculptures of antiquity is a start. In our
library, students have access to
over 500 books on sculpture and
carving. Our collection of plaster
models and maquettes helps students visualize various features in
three dimensions. Videos shown
throughout the week of some of
the great sculptors at work give
students a glimpse of what it takes
to ‘make it’ as a stone carver. And
what connects everything and
gives it meaning is the deep well
of experience of our instructors.
More than ever before, I now
sense the need and urgency of contributing what I can to keep stone
carving alive and thriving. While
we, as a culture, bemoan the loss
of hand skills, maybe there is a
quiet and unexpected resurgence
going on in our midst - thanks,
Mark Saxe: “We recently formed
a non-profit, The Rio Grande
Rift Institute, in order to facilitate scholarships for young people interested in learning to work
with their hands. Our first scholarship was awarded in 2021 to a
local high school student.”

Staff instructor Schuyler
Blanchard discusses
traditional figure carving.

ironically, to machines such as
the CNC which take much of the
drudgery out of the initial stages
of stone carving. More skilled
carvers are needed for executing
final details of public sculptures
and commissions begun using the
CNC process. In fact, this need
for the skilled human hand and
eye as the work nears completion promises to be with us for a
while. For as long as a machine
cannot replace a human in every
single aspect of carving, industry
needs skilled carvers.
Visit the website for additional
info: www.saxstonecarving.com .
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GET MORE FOR LESS

THE MOST ADVANCED SOFTWARE FOR
COUNTERTOP FABRICATORS

SEAM LAYOUT

VEIN MATCHING

QUOTING
VISUALIZATION
& Full Ecommerce

Quote is the most robust and user-friendly software solution for the countertop
fabrication industry designed to streamline your process. Quote gives you more
without costing more, including unlimited users, best-in-class onboarding, training
and ongoing support, open API technology and consumer-facing visualization,
design and quoting functionality. If you’re looking for a competitive edge in your
fabrication business, then Quote is for you!

TALK TO AN EXPERT

+1 (844) QUOTE-44
Learn More

FULL CRM MANAGEMENT
& Scheduling
quotekitchenandbath.com
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Alaska Gem
Auction Features
Huge Opal

NTCA Celebrates 75th Anniversary at
Coverings 2022 with Special Awards,
Contractor Tours, Live Demos

A

gemstone, billed as one of the largest
gem-quality opals in existence, has
been sold for $143,750 at auction in Alaska.

T

he
National
Tile
Contractors Association
(NTCA) celebrated its
75th anniversary at Coverings
2022, the largest international
tile and stone exhibition in North
America, held April 5 to 8 at the
Las Vegas Convention Center
(LVCC) in Las Vegas, Nevada.
In addition to a special awards
ceremony, NTCA hosted contractor tours, live demonstrations
and educational sessions.
“NTCA has evolved from a
regional southern association to
an
internationally-recognized
authority on tile and stone,” said
Bart Bettiga, executive director of NTCA. “One thing that
has remained constant is our
commitment to the professional
installation of tile and stone. We
look forward to continuing our
legacy as the voice of the tile
contractor.”
On Thursday, April 7, NTCA
Held its 75th Anniversary
Reception. The event featured a
special 75th anniversary video,
and recognized the NTCA Tile
Person of the Year, TCNA Tile
Person of the Year, NTCA Tom
Ade academic scholarships,
NTCA Five Star Projects of the
Year, and more.
NTCA will also hosted
daily Contractor Tours at the
Coverings show. Contractor
Tours, which are led by NTCA’s

assistant executive director Jim
Olson, took attendees around the
show floor to see the latest tools,
equipment, and allied products
for contractors, retailers, distributors, and specifiers.
As it does every year, NTCA
hosted daily demonstrations at its
booth in the North Hall, as well
as the Installation Innovation
Stage.
A few highlighted educational
sessions the NTCA presented
included:
• Meeting Consumer Demand
• Successful Exterior
Installations and Innovative
Technology
Presenters were Dirk Sullivan,
owner of Hawthorne Tile; John
Cox, owner and president of Cox
Tile; Woody Sanders, president
of DW Sanders Tile & Stone
Contracting, Inc.; Dan Lambert,
co-owner of Lambert Tile &
Stone, Inc.; Erin Albrecht, owner
of J&R Tile, Inc.; and Martin

“Nothing in the world can take
the place of persistence. Talent
will not: nothing is more common than unsuccessful men
with talent. Genius will not:
unrewarded genius is almost a
proverb. Education will not: the
world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent.”
—Calvin Coolidge

Brookes, president of Heritage
Marble & Tile. Moderator: Bart
Bettiga of NTCA
• What Lies Beneath: How
the Tile Community Saved the
Day with Proper Preparation
Panelists: Jason McDonald,
owner of Stoneman Custom
Granite Works; and Amber
Trucke, homeowner. Moderator:
Bart Bettiga of NTCA.

Bart Bettiga at the NTCA
Awards presentation

and senior writer of TileLetter,
TileLetter
ARTISAN
and
TileLetter.com

NTCA Roundtable Live
NTCA members and other
industry professionals assembled for a unique, live networking event. Led by industry peers,
the first part of the discussion
focused on the artistic elements
of installation, including guidelines for a successful installation
using artistic elements. The second half of the session explored
emerging trends in tile installation and took a closer look at porcelain countertops and vanities,
and how to blend different elements within spaces.

• Women’s Work: Emerging
Opportunities on the Jobsite
and in the Workplace
Panelists were Mollie Elkman,
author of “The House That She
Built;” Sarah B. Gregg, marketing manager of the Natural
Stone Institute; Melissa Swan,
CTI, co-owner of Tilevita; and
Monica Gresser, AIA, NCARB,
LEED AP, principal architect
at BRAZEN architecture. The
For more information about the
moderator for this panel was NTCA, visit www.tile-assn.com.
Lesley Goddin, editorial director

The opal, dubbed the “Americus
Australis,” weighs more than 11,800 carats, according to the auction house Alaska
Premier Auctions & Appraisals. It also has
a long history.
Most recently, it was kept in a linen closet
in a home in Big Lake, north of Anchorage,
by Fred von Brandt, who mines for gold in
Alaska and whose family has deep roots in
the gem and rock business.
The opal is larger than a brick and is broken into two pieces, which von Brandt said
was a practice used decades ago to prove
gem quality.
Von Brandt said the stone has been in his
family since the late 1950s, when his grandfather bought it from an Australian opal
dealer named John Altmann.
Von Brandt said the opal for decades was
in the care of his father, Guy von Brandt,
who decided it had been “locked up long
enough, that it’s time to put it back out in the
world and see what interest it can generate.”
The family, with roots in California,
exhibited the stone at gem shows for years,
until the early 1980s, he said. His father
then branched out into furniture and displayed it at his shop. Guy von Brandt eventually moved to Oregon and kept the stone
“kind of tucked away” for many years, von
Brandt said.
Von Brandt said he brought it with him to
Alaska over a year ago as he weighed the
best approach to a possible sale. He said
he went with Alaska Premier Auctions &
Appraisals because he thought it would get
more attention from the newer company
than a larger auction house.
Nick Cline, a partner and appraisal specialist with Alaska Premier Auctions &
Appraisals, said the family has documentation surrounding the provenance of the opal.
He contacted Fiona Altmann, granddaughter of John Altmann and general manager
of Altmann + Cherny in Sydney, Australia.
Altman started digging through old
records and discovered “something with
my grandfather’s handwriting with the picture of the opal with the word ‘Americus
Australis.’”
“I with 100 percent certainty know that
their provenance information is 100 percent
accurate” because it lines up with information she has, she said.
The sale includes a smaller piece of the
opal that von Brandt said his father cut off
to be worn or displayed.
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“PIG” Planetary Polisher
350VS with Donkey Package

NNNN

to Polish and Hone Granite,
Quartz, Quartzite and Polish Marble
Re-polish, Repair, Hone, and Leather
Surfaces!
Built for stone countertops.
This is NOT a modified floor machine!
#9051 DONKEY PACKAGE

- What’s Included:
• The Pig 350VS Planetary Polisher
• 3-BRASS Thread Snail Lock Backup Pad
• 3-6” Snail Lock Hook and Loop Backup Pad
• 3-50g Honing/Polish Removal Pad
• 3-Donkey Inline Pads #1
• 3-Donkey Inline Pads #2
• 3-Donkey Inline Pads #3
• 3-Donkey Pads 600 grit
• 3-Donkey Pads 1000 grit
• 3-Donkey Pads 2000 grit
• 3-Donkey Pads 3000 grit
• 31 1/2” Extension Handle with Power on/off
variable Speed

Fix
scratch
es in
the hom
e
or in
the shop
!

• 110v/220 single-phase Powerbox.

OPTIONAL PACKAGES
AVAILABLE FOR:
• Variable Speed: 300-940 RPM
• MARBLE
• Motor: 1 HP
• LEATHERING
• Power: 110v (10 amp) or 220v (5 amp). Automatically recognizes.

PIG Planetary Polisher Specifications:

•
•
•

3 ROTATING HEADS

•
•
•
•
•

It comes wired with 110v plug
Weight: 63 lbs (66 lbs when the reservoir is full of water)
Diameter: 14” (350mm)
Water: Built-in Reservoir and quick connect water hose
attachment
Polishing Pad size: 5” or 6”.
Number of heads: 3 (standard 5/8-11 thread)
Wet or Dry application
Comes with a 31 1/2” Extension Handle
25’ Power Cord

For more information visit www.wehausa.com
email: sales@wehausa.com • ph: 877-315-4761

Scan QR code to see
Videos of the PIG in operation
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MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS
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– Your complete source for storing and transporting stone –
“Hercules A-Frames are very sturdy,
nice looking and professionally-built. I was
surprised that they came with the wooden
inserts, to keep the slabs from sliding off,
which was very much needed. We stock
around 3,000 slabs, and now all of them
are on display for ease of viewing.”
– Terry Bortolotti, G.M.S. Werks /
Universal Terrazzo & Tile Co.

Hercules A-Frame Slab
Storage Racks #6698
Capacity: 15,400 Lbs. Per Side

Hercules 8 Ft. Kitchen
Transport Rack #6703
4100 A ppalachian W ay
K noxville , TN 37918
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Capacity: 30,800 Lbs.
(Also available at 6 Ft.)

Hercules Shop Cart #6706
Capacity: 2,200 Lbs.

Call 1-800-575-4401 or Order Online www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

Why clutter
your shop
when ONE
machine
does it all?
The Fab King cuts sink
holes, profiles edges,
drills holes, polishes back
splashes, and antiques,
polishes, or hones surfaces.

THAN
LESS
O
$

450/

M

Item#
14141

our
Withancing*
n
i
f
easy

MADE IN THE USA

Distributed by:

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com u Sales: 800-575-4401 & 865-310-5416
RYE-Corp Customer Service: 865-988-3823

